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hence, an evidence that in the great world
war, when age prevented their participation in the fighting, they nevertheless did
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their bit at home.

Pigs for sale
Notice of appointments
E F Robinson—Optometrist
J A Haynes—Cash and carry

|

Alba

|

Their courage, I heir devotion to
we're all proud of.

j

duty, tlieir

effect, Xov. 11, 1818-
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Week
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W

Don’t Let It Be Said You Were

%

Slacker!

a

From W’bst—6.47 a
From East—11.11, a

Dnyn.
4.31 p m.
6.24 pm.

m;

m;
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II

Going Wbst— 10.40
Going East—6.15 a

B
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5.50 p m.
3.55 p m.

a m;
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Registered mail should be
hour before

postoffice half

at

Week

| ELLSWORTH

I N

Ending

28, 1919.

| From observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

ending

ruicnight.j

at

Weather
condition*

Temperature
4am
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Wool

Sugar Cum
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piece of Evapor

Pure Barbados Molasses,
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very

beil grade you
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Fred

65 Oak :->l , hllsworth
Every Day, until further notice.
Edward H. Baker
GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST

Telephone

140-11

OF

C. C.
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&

SON

—Established 18<S7—

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
*P

of

up

the leading

com

'aides of this

and

foreign countries

S BStRlBE FOR THE AMERICAN

The firemen
house of
street.

called

were

nesday evening

for

out last

chimney

a

Mrs. C. H. Merriam
No damagejresulted.

ladies of

A.

WELCOME! PLUMBING.

^ nil
information as to all employment
openings in Hancock County and elsewnere will be given
you free by your
nearest Community Labor Hoard. See

list below.

Hot Water Heating. Furnaa
Work and Jobbing.

Department

PRICES

Each

or a

&The
Hgainst

of

Hancock

hatchery

to all details.
Telephone
promptly attended to.

case

under

here with

division

Suppose You Should Have

shell

fire.

His

with

the

O.

Fire To-Night?

battles of the

TAPLEY

W.

Insurance and

participated

and

a

Tapley Building:,

war.

69 Main

St.

Real Estate

Telephones: Of*tcc 14, Residence 41-3

visiting

FIFTIETH ANMVKFlSAliV.

Green Lake

of the

Grindle, employed in a mill
Pond, spent Sunday at home.
of the incorporation of EllsE. Gray is spending a few days anniversary
worth as a city will be observed. There
his parents, George E. Gray and
w ill be
exercises.
and

Waltham to

evening
C. Hagerthy has issued the
follow ing proclamation, declaring a half

with her

holiday

Mrs.

Pauline

fti.

Flood

has

Mayor

to

gone

spend the rest of the winter
sister, Mrs. Adelaide R. Holt.
Libbeus L). Patten has bought the John
W. McCarthy house on Mill street, and

invite

before,

family there in
Shirley Gray received the

will

friend.

his

move

the

and left the hall about

The tire

11 o'clock.

discovered about

was

1 o’clock,

Observance of Incorporation of FllsAt the corner where the tire seemed to
xvortli as a City.
! originate, there was a waste basket, and
On Thursday of next week the fiftieth
it is surmised that the tire started there,

relatives here.

j

from

cigarette butt.
upper part of the building
was burned out,
but the banquet hall,
smoking room and other rooms on the
ground floor were not badly damaged by

A.

for the

day:

the

tire.

building

The

was

insured

for

£11,000.

Whereas the fiftieth anniversary of incorporation of the town of Ellsworth as a city I
falls upon Thursday, February 6, 1919, I deem
it fitting and proper that the citizens of Ellsworth unite as one great family politic, to
come together freely and socially aud to at- :

spring.

a

The whole

afternoon

wife.

W.

F.

Chute of

Holden

Lygonia lodge,

Officers of
be

will

installed
unmarried

of Masons

F. and A.

are

ing

about

of

M.,

had

been

ill

week, and survived

a

Gray,

of

Percy Flood
here Monday.

of Brewer called

Hazel Jordan of Macwahoc is

Schoppee’s

W. F. Aiken and wife arrived from BosMr. Aiken has been
ton this morning.
assigned to duty as a government inspector
of lumber at Machias, and will leave for
Mrs. Aiken will

pass will preserve in that history as many
famous aud stalwart examples of manhood
aud of womanhood as cherished to-day. May
the getting together upon this occasion be
the signal and beginning fora general getting together in support and in interest of
our city and the many phases of its community life.

Waltham road, of

COMING

EVENTS.

at

work

with

Elmer

DeWitt and wife.

AFTERNOON

Mrs. Louisa Moore of
is

re-

visiting

her

North Ellsworth

daughter,

Mrs.

Hiram

is

ball

in

the

Friday evening, Feb. 7, ai Hancock
by Ellsworth high school
cadet corps. Tickets, couple, 35 cents.
hall—Dance

Wednesday evening, Feb. 19. at Methovestry-Everybody’s birthday party.
Friday evening, Feb. 21, at Paul Revere
ball, Mechanics building, Boston—Ells-

dist

worth reunion.

Thursday, Feb. 27, 8 p. m., at Sewell
Bluehill
hall, Huntington ave., Boston
—

reunion.

amjrrussmHrtS.

PROGRAM.

follows:
Orchestra

Music,

Marguerite Sweeney of Bangor is

Little

time.

as

and

program for the afternoon exercises

The

Danico.

a

Concert

I sold.

anniversary of the city of Ellsworth.
Given under my hand and authority this
twenty-ninth day of January, A. D., 1919.
A. C. Hagerthy, Mayor.

at

camp.

Staples of Bath is

Herman

friends

on

Hancock hall.

Evening admission, including
evening.
Refreshments will be
dancing, 50 cents.

Hagerthy,
Wherefore. I, Alexander C.
mayor of the city of Ellsworth, do hereby
in Ellsto
De
observed
a
holiday
proclaim
worth on Thursday, February 6,1919. from 1
o’clock in the afteruoou until 5 o’clock in the
afternoon, that all schools aud business
places may be closed and a universal opportunity given to all our citizens and to our
business aud professional men aud women
to attend the observance of this, the fiftieth

survived
wife, and

N ICO LIN.

in about

sister, Mrs. E. H. Baker,

the

Dunham

by several brothers and sisters.

weea.

there this afternoon.

on

Mr.

setts about two weeks ago. He is
by his parents. Eli Dunham and

will be

show

home

many friends by whom he w ill be missed.
Another sister, Helen, died in Massachu-

daughters and minor
invited. The instal-

picture

the

of

his sister,
!
Bangor, only one day. He
was a young
man of
unusually strong
physique, of Kindly disposition, and had
Mts.

at

reopening

his

at

pneumonia.

Supper
6.30, followed by dancing.
The fire loss on the Odd Fellows block
and
paraphernalia has been adjusted,
and repairs were begun at once. The
lodge room is already in use for meetings,
and the lower ball, will be ready for the
served

news

mother, Mrs. Ella Dunham Gray, at her home in Bangor early
Sunday morning, of influenza. She had
been ill only a few days. She was a sister

evening.

to-morrow

sad

the death of his

treasurer; Albert Davis, secretary.

short

of Labor

Maine

constant

operating

important

is

Hermon

at

annual meeting Tuesday of last week,
follows:
Andrew
elected officers as
Luchini, president; Charles Drummey,
F.
Flanagan,
vice-president; Kev. P.

main with her

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 178-2.

Bank

County Savings

Ellsworth,

letter

a

Thomas W.

the

Hancock

may

Bank.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Howard

member

County Savings

\

Friday, Jan. 31, at home of Mrs. L. A.
Leach—Supper by members of Thursday
tend programs for the common good, general
Harold I’. Carter^ofJLUsworth,
club, 25 cents.
cheer and welfare of this community.
the trial of which in Bangor, as reported
Thursday evening, Feb. 6, at Methodist
May we. the citizens of Ellsworth, upon
last week, resulted in a verdict for the
vestry- Supper, 25 cents.
this occasion look back over local hiaiory
plaintiff, has been appealed ; to the law of George W. Dunham, who died at his aud from its successes and reverses
Thursday, Feb. 6—Fiftieth anniversary
gather
court.
home on the
Waltham road Monday. some
inspiration for the rebuilding and up- of incorporation of Ellsworth as a city.
The Knights of St. Joseph, at their
George W. Dunham died Monday even- building in a future: that as time comes to Anniversary exercises in the aftern<£pn at

a

EDWARD F. BRADY,

United States Employment Service
CL 8.

WORK; HONEST

Twent) Years' Experience.
Personal attention
or mail orders

the last

Start an account with the Hancock

commanding !
efficient work in

and

been

Mrs. Fred E. Grace

Wed-

tire at

on

lation will be at 5 o’clock.

HONEST

in

picnic supper next Friat 6.30, at the home of Mrs.

Leach.

Wives,

Soldiers
and Sailors

has

famous 26th

Eugene Hale.
Thursday club will

the

her husband

sons

Returning

battery

of Kht Harbor,
visiting Mrs. Alice Parker
Christinas, has gone to Hampden.

since

L.

COXN.

BURRILL

year,
months. At

|

l

their

forward

guns

(lowing river, some people follow the lines of least resistance
I
and spend all their surplus cash for luxuries.
Drifting is easy but
I accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can

I

a

mentioned in

to

bombardment

gis

Sophronia ^Sleeper

rs.

give
day evening

cJ Marine Insurance Co.

HARTFORD,

Thursday

vestry

6 o’clock.

their second

Representing
t*

the

at

6, at

especially

the colonel

moving

The senior class of the high school will
g-ve a musical entertainment at the high
school building Friday evening.

The

Fire, Merine and Automobile Insurance
"T H o ET quitable F ire

supp* r
Feb.

evening,

nearly

overseas

officer for quick and

baked

a

been

in

from

named for the late Senator

rs/l A I r\l STREET

119

club will have

has

has been

his garage.

Methodist

bean

(arrived home
Mr. Silvy has

ife

w

York.

I

know she has

the last

Secretary of the Navy Daniels (announced;!* riday that one of the; five destroyers now under construction will be

THOMPSON

A

and

interested to

I .ike a

who has been

iliv-

t inv

Silvy

ill be

w

action about seven
writing he was will and expected
to be in the L nited States with the 26th
division some time in March. His battery
and

Mrs.

E.

WHY BE A DRIFTER?

The club will meet w ith Mrs. W.
Mills, Tuesday afternon, February 11.
Ellsworth friends of Mrs. Sarah Strout

received several letters from her husband
since the armi.**tice
was
declared.
Mr.

with

Mihn Sadie Hasiani.

M

I will bn

J

B.

Smith

last week from New

A

Wednesday

next*

poem,
Mary A.

worth.

o’clock club will meet this
Malone’s, entertained by

nine

week

ple-..*e

-A.- HAYNES

•

meet

Miss

by

of the

terest here because its author, Woodbury
Pulsifer of Washington, D. C., is a grandson of tb* late Dr. M. R. Pulsifer of Ells-

1.92

Howe.

Mrs. E. E.

The

a

clear
clear
fair
clear

83—
38—
30—

30—

reopened

6~’„

28—

selection

piano

Greely.

cloudy
cloudy,rain .03
raiu.snow
clear
fair
fair
fair

a

“Who Won the War?” Miss
This poem was of especial in-

afternoon

The woman's alliance of^the Unitarian

more

proving it vvtry day

an*

rain

woman’s

Austin, reading

Catherine

nation

Smith

lb., 23c
t;

w

Climax Tea,

an

42—

church will

It has the s’.retik'-h nod flavor that

pay to pay cash

cloudy
cloudy

35—

10—

Mon
Tues

can, 25c

Climax Coffee,

Large Can, beat quality

5'.-c

keeps tire dust down

buy

can, 17c

Tomatoes,

Bee Brand

It

gal. $1.00

Sun

forenoon

companist,

Precip-

quailed for Toilet and hath

Oustbane,

k

Ml

bbl., $1.50

made from all wheat

s

Soap,

I'm

lb. can, 13c

Hebe,

Flour,

Best

It

m

29—

12

Wed
17—
Thors 34—
33—
Fri
-'ftt
23—

evening.

the

held at the home of

Midnight Tuesday,

at

Jan.

died

club was
Mrs. Harry L. Crabtree Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. George S.
Hagerthy read an interesting paper on
Alsace-Lorraine. Musical features of the
program were violin selections by Miss
Utecbt, with Miss Christina Doyle as acA

For

It

given during
meeting of the

will be

mail closes.

W FATHER

Ellsworth

at the

A
cadet corps has been
organized
among the pupils of the Ellsworth high
school, and the boys are being given
military instruction by Principal Sturtevant. Alonzo Y’oung is captain of the
corps, with Leon Stewart and Edwin
Austin as first lieutenants. The corps
will give a dance at Hancock hall Friday
evening, Feb. 7. A drill by the corps

MAILS RBCKIVBD.

ft

Have you Made Good Your Pledge to Buy War Savings Stamps ?
These “Baby Bonds” are a big help to Uncle Sam. If you
have not done so, buy your limit in stamps—only a few
more days to make good.

|

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPFICK.

M

sacrifices

of

soldiers’ home in Togus,
where he had gone for the winter.
Mr.
Spencer was born in Orono July 9,
1846, but had lived in Ellsworth the
greater part of his life. He was a veteran
of the Civil war, and a member of Wm.
H. H. Rice post, G. A. R.
He leaves a
widow.

E W Wooster—Potatoes for sale
Bangor:
Durbawood Co—History of the World

“The Boys” Have Made Good Their Pledge

Spencer

W.

Monday

Mayor Hagerthy

Opening.

w ith her grandparents, Charles Sweeney
M. Y. McGown
Ellsworth Greetings.
George
and wife.
Responses:
Islesboro, formerly of CasHancock, Julien Emery, Bar Harbor
Harry Maddocks, w ho was called here Eastern
tine, sympathize with them in the death
Western Hancock,
of their daughter Katherine, which ocby the serious iflness of Alvin Maddocks
Dr Otis Littlefield, Bluehill
curred suddenly last Thursday in Phila- and wife, has returned to bis home in
Miss Sophia Walker
*
Solo,
Wilton.
where
she
had
been employed
C. H. Leland
delphia,
In the Beginning,”
fall.
since early
Miss M. A. Greely
Alvin Maddocks and wife are seriously “The Pioneers”
Orchestra
ill.
Miss O'Brian, a trained nurse of Music,
At a special service at the Congrega-

Ellsworth friends of Dr. and Mrs.

E. Parsons of

Bsr

COMMUNITY LABOR BOARDS:
Harbor —H E Wbltuey, A H Brewer, J

BluehlU-p

B

Snow, E E Price,

"^^““"Eugene
Pease.

u
H
M

Kane*,

E

A

E Stover,
Farnsworth.

R S

comb,eir”*~WAR1Ck*r,PW
W

B‘>'>«ien.

H

SC°"' M U

Au,o;0r'h-°WT*'"*y

A

Hutcbios.

Bla“de"’ H E Bobertson.

■l<>hnsou.,,laUd~H
«•

Storage Battery Repairing
and Recharging

P

BSJ.m.o» ,1A

W

J°yCe' L E Jo>“- H N

Witte. Harbor-C C
Blance. F E Westou. R
Lrane.

tional

vestry

K-

Mathews

B.

batteries Stored for Winter and
Given Proper Care
68 State

St.,

next

Court

House,

serious

Ellsworth

II.

ment after the

AND

^u«L'«K!o.
uSd?'^"10,"S'*
t'^T"t**
luru‘,h,n*!
Probate and

be

Areuvrui
Ke
Removed to

Typewriter;
1

School St.,

Surety
suppliei
tll.wortb,

typewriter

held

Kev.

Bond

a.*

C.

Ashley

at

of

Mr.

money

save:

by having your clothing repaired
cost

money

hauled.

now;

have

Repairing fur garments

DAVID
Main Street

Clothes

old suits

vour

a

over-

specialty

F «I E1NI D

Ellsworth

the morning of that

day.

Fiank

W.

church

4 o’clock.

Bangor will
Smith

will

Sir

to

official visit

There

Ellsworth Steam
All Kinds of Laundry Work.

Laundry

NAPHTHA CLEANING

called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
M. li HSlfiY & CO.. Proprietors
''fate Street.

Ellsworth. Me

11.

eve

of

in

work

was

the

afternoon

tanquct at (>.30.
large gathering of knights.
with

ring,

a

and
Tber

Victory boys have
official ceriiticates or diplomas for completion ofttxir pledge of $5
each to the united war work fund. The
certificates are attractive, and the names
of the bo\B have been filled in in gold
bits

Ellsworth

treasured

of

paper

keepsak«s

will

in n

a

shot after America declared

doubtless

His battalion

salute

j

received tlieir

These

fire

war.

opposed the enemy on the Toul
sector May 16 Sept. 12; St. Mihiel salient,
Sept. 13-16; Argonu Forest, Sept.*18-Nov.

inspection to Blanquefort commandery, K. T., Monday evening.

an

home
Flew-

They

Bucknain of
Skow hegan, grand captain general, paid
Eminent

Thursday.

arrived
Private

to the

ellyn fired

one

from Brest

on

was

armistice.

Lord, Boston

be

I

to fire

Private

EVENING PROGRAM.

.close

j

reaching New
discharged Jan. 22.

|

Potatoes

250 Bushels, all tlie best quality,
Oo to $l.5u, according to grant
from
in 3ize, in 5 Bushel lots or larger quantity, at the Farm. E. W. WOOSTER,
Washington Junction, Me.

;

Up Germany.’'

A

freabments will

be sold

»“g.
The
w

ith

ball

does look funny peering over
reading glasses when he wants to

see more

will

follow.

during the

hall

w

ill be

attractively

and

the

few feet away. Does
The answer is

E. F. ROBINSON

Be

OPTOMETRIST

even

decorate

national

a

INVISIBLE BIFOCALS

THE

Victor
evergreen

than

thi- affect you

“Columbia.” “Bnttama,” France, Italy
! Belgium, the Bed Cross, and “Cleaniu.

They returned 1
battleship Huntington, *
Jersey Jan. 14, and he was I
of the guns.

his

representin;

tableaux

with

so

j Daddy

The

the

Flew-

you look

funnytr

Orchestra

Music,

the

For Sale-

any homes years

chosen

■PVon't move, daddy,
^

evening program w ill open w ith 8
concert by
Higgins’ orchestra of eight
This regiment pieces, assisted by ,1. Franklin Ant hony
the 54th artillery, C. A. C.
left for France March 22, 1918, arming in 1 tenor; Miss Marguerita Hayes, harpist
The 54th Miss Giggey, reader. Miss Giggey wil
Glasgow, Scotland, April 3.
“Ells
was quartered
at Camp Mailly. France, also read an anniversary ode,
and he was transferred to the 57th C. A. worth, Fifty Years,” writteu by
Mis
C., the first American mobilized artillery Doris Halraan. The entertainment wil

occupy the pulpit of the Unitarian church
on

Perley Flewellyn

overseas

facing this ellyn was called to the colors Dec. 14, 1917,
readjust- and was stationed at Fort McKinley in

memorial service

Smith

address.

the

from

of

Unitarian

the

at

Dr. Everett W.

with them.

Private

war.

Sunday afternoon, Feb. 9,
deliver

Oood*

rort

in the

Roosevelt

A Theodore

Fourteen

x;o r i

problems
period

economic

couutry to-day

was a

^ 1 < L

are

u

Anniversary address,

Waterville, and Fred Maddocks of Brewer,

Sunday evening, Kev.
gave a talk, addressed

to men, in w hich he pointed out
and discussed instructively some of the

will

R. ROYAL

A

^tatraatonai Cam

A

last

especially

Ms-

Mouot De,ert-L E
Haskell, H M Savage,
NN Bucklin.
Oriand-F M Gross, A B
F B
B

Telephone I41-3

8

at' eo.

ELLSWORTH

A

Br»gd“ou.i"_W Brag,tou' P E BlwUdell, A
Jsould.boro-A B Holt, F T Wood, J Wblt

KE>HaV.*k1«7lW

04 FRANKLIN ST..

c w

H

K

*

Miss M. Elizabeth Googins

w

o“bTi!"uu~FJP*rkiD,'c,‘T‘p’*y'
J^"**-* CC»u«ry, Blodgett.
CHrrd‘l'_P‘Ul

NURSE

and

Edison

Talking Machines

ELLSWORTH.

colon '•

MAINE

Many county and town officers bav e |-already signified their intention to f.
On receipt of $3 OO we will mail
present at the exercises.
to you One Pound of the best
Worsted Khaki Sweater Yarn
Fire at Seal Harbor.
Five Pounds, $14.00
The Neighborhood hou-e at Seal Harb< ,r

I

badly damaged by tire shortly aft<
The baske
midnight Monday night.
ball team had been practicing the evetiii
was

r

CONCORD

g

West Concord,

WORSTED MILLS
N. H.

Abbmtuttau.
Would be glad if any of the sisters would
send a message. I am tot personally acI have
quainted with the members. Think
met S J. Y. and euj «yed the privilege of
enterstopping at h«ir home when Lamoine
tained the Hancock County Teachers* iusti-

SE&bmusfwr

the memyears ago. Hope you and all
bers will oe well this winter.
My address will be Mrs. E ner E Sargent.
Ladies’ Hospital, Pond avenue, Brookline.
Yours truly,
Mass.
E us.
the sisters will respond to this
I

rule

SSUAtntisenuttt*.

j

|

hope
she
request of “Ellis.” Long years ago
became a Mutual, and late years has been
We do bop*- the treatment
a 8but-in.
8be

receives

at the

hospital

may

restore

DAIRY

WOKEN OF
MIDDLE AGE

Almost as vital as that of protecting the honor
of flag and country, is the duty of protecting and
safe guarding health. When strength is well-nigh cxiis

PAC S

Help to Pass the Crisis Sa1'?ly—Proof that Lydia E. Pin.!’,
ham’s Vegetable Compound
Can be Relied Upon.

Need
,

A PATRIOTIC DUTY
-

reduced, then is t.V
and the resistive powers
disease germs are the most potent and when
are

TO ELIMINATE SCRUB BULLS
Interesting Figures Brought Out by
Department of Agriculture in Several Sections.

Url'ana.111.—“DuringChange of '.I'c,

i

(Prepared by ihe United Statia Department of Agriculture.)
That the need of pure-breil bulls is
You will all be interested
means of
ing from Sadie:
urgent in many parts of the country j
and
weakness
is evident from the facts brought out
Dear Aunt Madge and Si»t*>r Mutual*.
j The abundant tonic and
proper tk-s
by the United States department of
If Sister Esther is going to write snake
Did
any of
stories, why may not I?
agriculture’s study of eight districts
of Scott’s Emulsion make it a
agent that
the older inhabitants of way down Eastever, |
in the states of Iowa, Minnesota and |
anyone, to
may be used
in long years ago, hear of the bones of a large
Massachusetts in which there were no
18-4
Scott & Bo woe. Bloomfield. N.
\ears
ago,
Desert?
J._
ai
Mt.
snake being found
Htable Compound associations. In this survey informabefore there was any Bar Harbor, a man
W and what it did for tion was obtained regarding 1,219
service in the war came to George Johnmy father's j
came from Swan’s Island to
women passing I
,
farmers owning 817 bulls whose averson’s place early last fall, where it found
and stayed over night. During their conll through theChcr.ge
of
the
owners
Had
was
value
before
$7d.
time
Mr. Johnwarm and welcome quarters.
versation the roan said that some
SS of Life, so I told r.-y ! age
mountains
been
on
the
bulls
organ*
fire
a
these
properly
there had been
great
cheap
It is “boss” of
son calls it his lucky bird.
BB doctor I would try ;
WINTER HARBOR.
of Mt. Desert for several days. Afterwards
w it.
I soon began to I
tbe hennery at meal time.
Mrs. Jane Anthony, who ha* been quite
someone came across a
large quantity of
1 gain in strength
Charles Bradbury of Bangor, who has
ill, is improving.
bones. They went back and reported it Sevthe
V and
annoyir.g ;
eral men went up there, put the bones
Mrs. Carrie Matthews, who has been in contracted to haul for the Murphy Lumbuui o
■ W!1 w*"
syiiiu
ber Co. to Ellswortb Falls, arrived recently
together the best they could, and measured
Perry, returned last .Saturday.
;
appeared and your Vegetable Compound
them. They were seventy-five or eighty
with eight horses and two teamsters, A.
have
who
made me a well, strong woman so
has
aud
Lester Sargent
family,
feet long. They called ic a sea serpent.
H. Potter and Allan Kice of Bangor. Tbe
I cannot |
own housework.
ail
I
do
my
are
ill
of
been
colds,
improving.
My father said, "I don’t believe it; 1 don’t recommend
horses are grand specimens, hauling load*
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegebelieve there ever was a sea-serpent. I have
Ottille Wilkinson of West Gouldsboro | that loom
table Compound too highly to women
up like barms end it takes
I
have
a
since
I
was
been a sailor ever
boy.
Bickford’s.
Life.
at
B.
T.
of
has
the
Change
employment
passing through
something more than an amateur driver
been to the frozen Labrador, on the Grand
Frank Henson, 1316 S. Orchade
—Mrs.
school
held
the
At a recent meeting
by
to handle tbe reins.
A circus parade comBanks many times, and have sailed in foreign
St, Urbana, 111.
committee it was decided to reopen the ing to a country town would not create
seas, and never saw one nor tver saw any one
nervousness,
from
who
suffer
Women
It might have been a
that
had seen one.
schools Jan. 27.
much more excitement
or
admiration
“heat flashes,” backache, headaches
flock of sheep that got surrounded by the fire
The ice-bou**e at the pond is being filled than Mr. Bradbury’s teams the first days
and "the blues” should try this famous
and perished, and theirs were the hones that
this week, and several individuals are on the fifteen-mile trip.
root and herb remedy, Lydia E. PinkDo you think that a fake story
were found.
Jan. 30.
Davis.
ham’s Vegetable Compound.j
bousing their ice.
Sadie.
or legend?
Pure-Bred Bulls Are Needed to DeFrank Davis b«9 been quite ill of
Mrs.
AMHERST.
1 will save Sadie’s story of an incident
velop Profitable Dairy Herd.
iog each week for a lyceum, and where a
Her friends are glad
in Boston.
John Silsby and wife called on relatives
that happened in her own family for
'] influenza
paper called the “Oracle,” often contaioing
ized the same investment would have to hear that she is gaining rapidly.
in Aurora Sunday.
another week, as this is the time of year
chronicles, played an important part.
an
hulls
the
am
not
well
versed
at
Well, Aunt Maria. I
very
when there is a rush of work in The
purchased the necessary
Young and old have been enjoying
The farmers in town are ju-t getting
in angleworm lr*re further than that cbickers
Amebicas olSce, and we try to help out
average of $283. On the farms men- good sliding of the past w<ek. Several their grain
threshed, after a lou* wait.
them. Am glad you had
ire ver> fond of
I
tioned nearly four times as many bulls minor mishaps have occurred, but do sertby keeping our column down to the limit. I
w ho has been very ill at
blossoms for Christmas. One of ray gifts
Boyden
Foster,
I
were used as would have been required
oub accidents.
“C. by the Sea” sends U3 a letter of rewere narcissus bulbs and I wasted very litt'e
tbe K. M. G. hospital, is at home, and
The farmunder
membrance which we are glad to give you
organization.
proper
braved
school
of
the
Some
hi^h
boys
time in getting them into position to start
slow ly.
i growing. Am rewarded for care of a gerani- j ers were therefore feeding four bulls tbe iDcienu ut weather of Friday last, go- improving
in closing:
Mrs. I rian Dickey ar.d family and Mrs.
when
should
been
have
um by a flue bunch of double
blossoms
feeding
they
Dear .■lunt Madge and JM. B. Friends:
of
basketfor
a
contest
pink
ing to Milbridge
U. J. Clark w<rc guests of Mrs. 1. W.
it this writing.
Wish you ail a happy and
Greetings:
only one.
ball with the high school boy* there.
Nickerson Sunday.
prosperous year. Will mention that I am
In the book of books the preacher says:
Data from one of the first bull assoMrs. Susie Cole and Miss Vida Cleaves
stil< reading the column, or you might not be
•There
is nothing new under the sun.”
Carolyn Si is by.
ciations organized under the direction of
superintendent of
Prospect *p.'iit Saturday with Mrs. school**, has returned from
Y.’s chroniaware of the fact. Enjoyed S J
Wish I could suggest something interesting of the
Oli«, w here she
ildepartment of agriculture
baa
hud
Waketkiu.
Mrs.
Wakefield
Lois
cles very much. They carried me back to the
>r helpful to the
readers. Perhaps all of the
has been the past week.
lustrate this very well.
Before the as a
schoolbouse by the brookside where, during ; rouug housekeepers haven't tried lettiug
guest for some weeks Mrs. Joan
Mrs L. E. Crosby, w bo has been in Banthe winter term of school, we met one even- I heir doughuuts stand an hour or so after association was formed the bulls in | Wakefield of Bar Harbor.
use had nn average market value of
cutting them out. before frying. By so doing
| Friends of Coleman Higgins regret to gor the past two months, ba*< so far reThe average price paid by the i
a&Drrutofmruls.
covered from her attack of influenza and
1 find them much lighter. Hope ibe clan will $83.
hear of his death, w hub occurred at Town
keep the new covenant of being faithful to! association for registered bulls was !
pneumonia as to bt able to return home.
Hill
last
w-ek.
Mr.
was well
1
Higgins
!
.he column, for it has beeu said that resoluH.
Jan. 27.
$240. Price does not always corre- known
for several years having
here,
lions are made to be brokeo, and with some
spoud to value, yet as the bulls were served as caretaker on the Bliss estate al
i think it is truth.
carefully selected the price in this Grindstone.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
From one who knows.
Sympathy is extended to the
case is doubtless a fulr index of true
C.
Thousands of Children Sutter from
w idow aud two children.
School is again in session; Miss Estella
worth. In this association each farmJan. 27.
8.
Worms and Their Mothers Do Not
Dyer, teacher.
er's Investment for a share in a good
Mrs. Dorothy
Petrie is with Mrs.
Know What the Trouble is.
his
bull
was
less
than
$14
EGYPT.
registered
*
Caddie Robertson, who is i!L
NOHXH Sl'LLlVAN.
Kigus of worn>6 are: Derauged stomach,
Mrs. Miry West, who has been ill a former investment in an animal of inswollen upper lip, sour stomach, offensive
Mrs. Dora Abbott is w ith her daughter,
ferior breeding and doubtful merit.
llollis Staples arrived home from Cape
ew days, is improving.
breath, hard and full belly with occasional
Mrs. Josit Merchant, helping care for her
j
Actual first-cost figures from other Ann Saturday.
griping* and pains about the navel, pale face j Norris Savage has returned to Bath, !
infant daughter, w ho is ill.
co-operative bull associations are even
Mrs. Vera Hooper entertained the Ked
of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull, twitch- | a here be has
employment.
Jan. 20.
T_
In one association Cross workers Taursday afteruoja.
more encouraging.
iug eyelids, itching of the nose, itching of the
Master
Leman
who
was
having more than 100 members the
rectum, short, dry .cough, grinding of the ;
Bragdon,
Percy Hooper, Pearl Tripp and William
BLCEH1LL FALLS.
a kick
from a horse, *8 iuiteeth, little red points sticking out on the
original cost to each member was only Murray arrived home from Waterville
j njured by
tongue, starting during sleep, slow fever.
$23. The members already have had
proving.
Harry Denary is having two eng.net 10*
Friday.
Mrs. H. N. Roberts, G02 Asylum street. Flint
the use of good pure-bred bulls for four
s'alled in his new boat.
Nelson Pomeroy,
Allen
Orant
and
Pvt. Walter Urr arrived home
from
Mich., need Dr. True's E»ixir for her little
years and probably will have tbelr use
The hoys are catching some large smelts
France Friday. He baa received an honorbaby girl when she was sick. Mrs. Roberts Frank Hodgkins are working for Howard
six years longer without additional
and getting a fancy price.
wrote to Dr. True: “My little girl is cured of
Hodgkins on the wood lot at liuicock.
able discharge.
cost
other
than
for
Anmaintenance.
ter worms.” And iu a later letter wrote:
Mrs. Esther Johnston, with two grandFriends of Mrs. Oia White Stover regret
Relatives and friend3 in this place aie other association with more than 50
Baby is fine and I think it was your medicine (Dr. True's Elixir) that helped her.” If
children, of Brookiin, spent a v.eek reto learn of the death of her husbaud. Hoy
learn
members
to
that
the
has
had
use
of
the
of
Mrs.
good pureBorry
family
your baby is ii! start giving Dr. True's EJixir
with her daughter, Carrie C tilt to.
at once.
Write us freely about the case
No Eflfe Do!faff, formerly of this place, are brjed bulls for more than seven years Stover, at Sorrento, after a few days’ ill- cently
Jan. 20.
Buy Dr. T-ue’s
charge for correspondence
kCrt mbs.
I of intiueuza.
at nn
investment of less than ness of pneumonia follow ing influenza.
her

to

in addition to its annoying symptom,,

health again.

nail

ic the

an

aitaea

in

grippe which lasted
Mi ail winter and left
me in a weakened
ran condition. I felt at
times that I would
It neverbe well again.
M I read of Lydia E.
Pink ham's Vege-

follow

offsetting tha
affords splendid and effectual
protecting strength.
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EDITED BY “ACNT

Its Motto:

t||

MADCK”.

“Helpful and Hopeful.1

The purposes of this column are succlnc* y
>1
stated In the title and motto—It 1s for the mut
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
comthe
Being for the common good, U Is for
of In
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor
the In
for
medium
a
formation and suggestion,
solicit*
ferchange of Ideas. In this capacity It
communications, and Its successdependslargely
Comon the support given It In this respect
munications roust be signed, but the name of

our

faithful and

helpful

_

had the pleasure of enjoying her pleasant
companionship and her ready aid. She
our memow ill have an abiding place in
ries. To all her family we extend our
are
heartfelt
persympathies. We
mitted to give a place in our column to

following poem sent her family “from
Searsport friend;’* it reminds us of

the

the

promise

“Fear not!

WHEN

I will

THE TIDE IS

pilot

thee,**

LOW.

Sometime at eve when the tide is low.
1 shall slip my mooring and sail away.
With no response to the friendly hail
Of kindred craft in the busy bay.
In the silent hush of the twilight pale
When the night stoops down to embrace
the day,
And the voices call in the water’s flow,
Sometime at eve when the tide is low,
1 shall slip my mooring and sail away.

if ALL MOTHERS ONLY KNEW

Through purple shadows that darkly trail
O’er the ebbing tide of the uoknown sew.
I shall fare me away with a dip of sail.
And a ripple of waters to tell the tale
Of a lonely voyager sailing away.
To mystic isles where at anchor lay
The craft of those who have sailed before
O'er the unknown sea to the unseen share.
A few who have watched me sail away
Will miss my craft from the busy bay.
Some friendly barks that were anchored near.
Some loving souls that my heart held dear,
Ja silent sorrow will drop a tear.
But 1 shall have peacefully furled my sail
In moorings sheltered from storms or gale.
And greeted the friends who have sailed
before
O'er the unknowu sea to the unseen shore.

Dear Aunt Madge:
I have enjoyed the column so very much,
although I have done very little to help you
out. I intend to leive Monday for Boston, to
enter the ladies’ hospital for an operation.

COUNTY NEWS

j

sisters, Mrs. Lillie Frances Bonsey, known
to the column by her middle name, has
been called home, after long months of
weariness and pain.
Many times when
our reunions were held in East Surry, we

a

TVj

protect strength.

everyday, by

uic-

Dear M. B. Friends:
of

dependable

j

/jW

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
THE AMERICAN,
Ellsworth, Me.

Another

3

:

Elixir at your drug (.tore st
True & Co.. Auburu, Maine.

once.

Dr. J

|

average

t.

Jan. 27.

F.

Pvt. W»1 m Hooper hat received an
member, with prospects of beWhen baby suffer* with eczema ur some
use them for three or four
honorable'discharge, and arrived home itching r-kin trouble. use Doan's Ointment.
from
His
brother A little of it got* u long
CampIX-vens Saturday.
years more. Practically all dairymen
wiy ami it is safe for
desire to raise pure-bred cattle, but Lysander ie in the hospital there recov- children, eoc a box at all stores—4del.
inrnpnrntively few can afford individ- ering from a severe cold. He arrived from
ually to purchase such hulls as are France a few wee less go. His m-toy friends
Int'iiuaimtu.s.
needed to develop a proiituble pure- hope to see him home soon.
H.
J«n. 27.
bred herd. The bull association overcomes the difficulty, and
the money
Oils.
saved can be used toward the purJ. L. Salisbury and l>e! Salisbury are
chase of registered females.
Here
is One Treatment
That All
home lots, landing at
When questioned regarding the value lumbering on their
Sufferers Can Uely I’pon
of co-operative hull associations, l."K> j Beech hill.
I( you want to drive catarrh and al> its disfarmers in Maryland, Michigan and |
Henry Brawn and wife returned last
gusting
f-ora your system in the
Minnesota estimated that the use of j week, from Clifton, where Mr. Brawu has short-*? symptoms
p ssible tune, go to v«'ur druggist
aim ask lor s hyoiuei outfit to-day.
bulls belonging to the organization in- b.-eu employed.
Mreuihe Hynui ! and <e
it till you of cacreased the value of the offspring In
J. O
Jordan, Aaron F. Salisbui.v and tarrh; it gives «och vjuick relief tbaeall who
isbed
the first generation from 30 to 80 per Walter Cut bbc-rtson are hauling cord word u-e it for the firs time are -s
H vomei i* a
pure, pleasant autiseptic,
cent, with an average of 65 per cent, i to KUsworth for C. L. Moraug.
w hi' h is breath-d
u o the
uog* over the inflaiued mrmb-ane, |i soothe*the s*»«e spots,
1'sually in business transactions In
Howard Salisbury, w ho has been in ac- end
heals all inf) iinitiation.
which there is a probability of great tive service ». he v.ar. w files bis mother
??’- h; the
Don’t tofTer .»« iher ds> with
gain there is a possibility of heavy that he is on hta way home. The tidings disease is aiigeruu* ut.o ol le euo* .u consumption. Sturt the Hyouiei treatment toloss, but in bull associations the bring joy to the fanul) and friends.
No •tomach dosing. «o aoraya or
day.
d« uchea;
chances of profit are excellent, with
jus: breathe it—that’s a-.. Ask
carrier pigeon with marks suggesting
A
Chas
E.
Alexander.
little probability of loss. The invest- 1
utent is so small and the chance for
ahDrrtiirmrntfi.
j
herd improvement so great that the net
returns greatly exceed the small original investment.
$25

a

ing able to

CATARRH VANISHES

Drink as much

••

POSTUM
as

you

care

for

]

a

Unlike coffee,which dis- \
agrees with many
can

drink

as

——

you

many cups of

Postum as you care for
with t)o fear ofnervousness,
sleeplessness or other annoyance to health,for Postum
is pure and wholesome and
contains no harmful elesuch as the drug
catfexrye it) coffee.
*

HIGH PRODUCING DAIRY COW
Animal Is Delicate and Well-Balanced
Piece of Machinery—Good Shelter Is important.

It is therefore essential that the discomforts incident to cold weather ht?
eliminated if possible. Tip* comfortable cow will repay in milk the necessary labor for her protection. Dairymen as a rule are more careful with
their cows than the average farmer
who merely produces the milk for fam-

ily

DAIRY

COWS

grocer sells Postum.

See how much further it will go. See how easy
it is to handle. See what
splendid success you will
have with it and what a superior flavor it will give to
It will be a
your bread.
revelation to you, I know,

|

Ask your
WILLIAM

Best Plan to Give Small Quantity in
Feed and Place Rock Salt in
Boxes in Yard.

flour

that

for
TELL—tM
goes farther
grocer

and bakes better.

(Prepared by the United States Depart-

Agriculture.)
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REQUIRE SALT

The dairy cow requires an ounce of
salt a day. and while she should he
given*all she needs, she should not be
forced to take more than she wants.
It Is best, therefore, to give only a
small quantity in the feed and ro place
rock tail in boxes in the yard.

H

actually save by using it.
Try WILLIAM TELL

use.

ment of

Your

you have never used
WILLIAM TELL, you do
not really know how easy it
is to bake at home when
you use a flour of this quality, how much better flavor
you will have in your baking, and how much you can

If

high-producing dairy animal Is a
and well-balanced piece of
machinery, and consequently she cannot continue nounal production if she
is exposed to severe winter weather.
A

delicate

I
j

;
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*'A BUMPEH YIlILD CP POTATOES
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Pure Blood

I

condition of the blood cannot bo overcome unless the bowels are
y, impure
a day, at least.
To build up the system, so perma> to move freely, once

1V,

■■enefit will result, it is necessary to iinprovo the digestion,
the true “I,. F.” Atwood Medicine, for

j

strongly recommend

It tones
iu "edients act upon tho stomach, liver nnd bowels.
their functions
organs to new activity so that they perform
*nd throw off all

rst'irally,

and unclean matter.

impure

Take

a

will clear, appetite
tejspoonful morning and night,— your skin
be glad you bought
and spirits revive;
you'll
strength
return,
“L. F.” remedy, price 50 cents, made by the L. F.
(his genuine
—

Medicine Co., Portland,

Maine.

eight children, was n severe blow. The
U fly hire tiie sympathy of all. The
funeral nan held Sunday forenoon at the

:

i

CAPli KOdJKK.

tienrers

with '»

pond,

ment

cousins of

was

the deceased.

Rest.

Ml.

at

Dwight

Lewis hrid

Inter-

Besides his pa-

rents, Charles K. and E sie Tapley Blodgett, be is survived by five sisters-Mrs.
Polly Tapley Fairbrother of Main Sticam,

f success.

Valorous Blsclt, who has been in Sew
is home.
York he past wo ntont ha,
fro n boston
Mrs John Grav returned

Brooksville, Miss
Hope Blodgett
Rearifteld, Misses Cora
and Clara Blodgett of West Brooksville,
and two brothers, Daniel and Howard, at

Monday.

home.

Mrs. Frank

Jau.27.

He

building

n

just completed

his

John B

Blake

motor

a

M K

Capt.

ia
who
attending the
Gray,
Perkins school for the blind in boston
his
with
parents.
spent his vacation
Manfred Gray and w ife.
G.
Jan. 20._
has

bought

is

sawing

boat of

motor

a

George Ames.
Via Black

gasoline outfit.
Mr*
tj Gray, jr.,

word

birth

Capt Benjamin Sargent has returned 10
Portsmouth navy yard, where he has em-

ployment.
arrived

Biaks

I*eslie

Mrs.

Thursday

spend

to

from

New

winter at

the

SORRENTO.
K.

Couners is visiting

turned bis

in Boston.

of Northeast Harbor has

\V. Carr

here

family

he has

while

em-

ploytre.it with M. T. Obvr.
Fire from unknown

cause

thing

Mr.

saved.

was

been away about

t

w

o

ltv of

destroyed

vamp and contents of Eben Bunker
the shore
ubout
midnight Jan.
N*

the

near

taiued.
Remo

27.

Bunker

In

had

time.

AH

and it

is

better at

much

are

hoped

no new

cases

same

time,

this

will

appear.

OBITUARY.

Leroy John
Jan. 22, after

Stover

a

Wednesday

dit-d

illness of influenza

short

pneumonia. He was
in Bluehill April 2, 1891, the only

child

James Austin and Cora E. Stover.

His

terminating
of

parents moved to this town when he was
a small
boy, and be passed most of his

here from boyhood. He was a friend
otatt. He married, in 1911, Olie M. White
of North Sullivan, and was the father of
lour small children, ages from a few

time

wontbi to five years.
With the father
and the four children ill at the same time
of
mfluenaa, it baa been very bard for the
wde »nd
heartbroken
The
parents.

Parent*, and the widow with four little
ones, have the sympathy of all.
He was
laid to rest at the
burying

churchyard

ground at East Sullivan, Friday, Rev.
R- Movie of Ellsworth
officiating.

27.

R.

Spec.

Blodgett
Devena Thursday, having been
houorably discharged from the service.
amp

there

is much sickness
here,
whole
families
being

in many

stricken,
among them those of Olden I). Tapley, C.
H°y T.pley, Lewis O. Farnham, Charles
Wallace S.evens and Mrs.
",
William Btevene.
A Bloom
was cast over the
community
a
iiru ty
when it became known thHt
3<>n
ukfcr
®iodgott, aged sixteen
art-, ad passed
away at his home after
an illness of
about one
of
monia

following
nth

week,
pneugrip. Ed son was an
man« unassuming iu

S

in

parents.
knew him.

a

fam.lv of

flfcdrrti&fnuTu*

a

back

!

Miss Ryan, graduate nurse from Lowell
general hospital, who has been caring for
Mrs. F. C. Allen of this village, left for

Wednesday.

her home

J|.Mr*.

G.

M.

a

Good Meal

Bad Stomach

Means and

ar*

°“"re'>

or

Mt-O-U. stomach

“‘“J o,thc ..om^chVp^ufi^r^ow"

ffSu£frS,£“

to be
fair to yourself and
the money back
agreement?

“■ftkaKSftKfi?
'toniarh
in

.htaarf
*hey do

Goody-Land

in

■

*-

—a

—

1

u

Seed costs money, more money than
ever.
Fertilizer will next spring be
short in quantity, labor will be hard to
get. Seed stock should be of highest
quality in order to assure profitable
returns on the investments in land,
labor and fertilizer.

COUNTY

CARE OF THE
POTATOES

SEED

Harriett

let

are

growing.

practice.

number

present and

tonsilitis,

program wan carried out.
Smith was leader for the

F.

Airs.

Lizzie Gray presided at
Eggmoggin lodge, F. and

Miss

A.

M.,

lo
not

put

*.u
trv

>'ou
vour

SSSsagfwsisrijs

short

furlough,

has returned

Ayer, Mflbs.
Miss Musa Dollard will leave to-day on a
vacation, which she will spend at South
Paris and Livermore Falls.
A bocial

held

was

at

chapel

the

last

Monday evening

for the young people.
Refreshments were served and a pleasant

Ethel and Elizabeth Noyes re- time enjoyed.
Jan. 27.
turned to Winter Harbor Monday to at- j
tend high school, after a vacation of three j
weeks.

Fannie Tripp, who has been at !
Mrs. H. C. Kingluv’s during her illness j
and death, returned to her home in SteuW

lTNE Femme.

^aoerUsnunus

Mrs.

CHICHESTER

Monday.
William Spurting

Mass.,

were

death of their

Lynn,

by
Ralph Bickford.
Monday.

and

community

death

of

the illness

Ralph

shocked

was

Bickford

on

I

DIAMOND BRAND PILI.»,ft>rS5
Always Reliable

years known as Best, Safest.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

the

by

Thursday,

Buy Swasey

Funeral services were held at the
Wayside Inn, Rev. Audrey McDonald
floral
were
tributes
officiating. The
beautiful. Interment in the family lot
at Winter Harbor. He leaves a mother,
Jan, 23.

step-father

and

two

sisters,

1*11 In in Red and Gold metallic^X^/
sealed with Blue Ribbon.
no other.
Buy of your
Druggist- Ask for CIU-4'HKH-TER*B

boxes,

Take

They

son,

returned home
The

wife of

and

called here

Mass.

Pots

Bean

Of your Grocer, Hardware
Dealer or Crockery Store.
Be sure and get a Swasey
Bean Pot and enjoy good
baked Beans. No way to
bake beans as with a

Swasey Bean Pot.

Mrs. Harold

Davis and Mrs. Calvin Hanna of Lynn,

S PILLS

A
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
Lad leu I A»k your Drugglnt for /j\
C’hl-chen-tcv’s Diamond Brand//X\

/r-_

ben

Name bn

E. SWASEY 8c CO..

every

one.

Portland, Me.

L.

Jan. 27.

frAfck.ER'8

closed two weeks

on

account

HAIR BAL8AM

I“"

ing,

<

DO

A

toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.
For Restorinc Color ana
Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.

of illness

The winter
among the children.
in Bunker Harbor commenced this

the organ.

term
morn-

Urann, Sullivan, teacher.
body of Mrs. Phebe Clark Temple,

Miss Rena

The

widow of

William

Temple,
Friday,

who died at

brought
Sunday for burial. Mrs. Temple was
i a life-long resident of this village, having
j spent the most of her eighty years here

Prospect

held

Harbor

was

here

TuesE. P.

installation of officers

its annual

H.

is much better.

on a

to

BIKCH HARBOR.
School opens this morning after being

and

evening

has been ill of

no

v*

ahome

Misses

interesting

an

Emery r»lhee,

Mrs.

planted.

makes the sprouts grow thick, tough
and sturdy, makes the crop earlier and
Increases yields.
When the potato tops are from six
to eight Inches high put on a second
dose of fertilizer, applied alongside the
The roots are then getting weil
row.
started and available plant food put
where they can get it keeps them

GO U EDS BO HO.

W ESI

One of the most discouraging things
for the potato grower is the long delay which comes right after the potaSome weeds are ready to start right
“off the bat.” In their root stalks they
have saved up j)lant food for just this
The potato, however, it
emergency.
not a good forager, und too often a delay In getting a quick start means a
partial or total crop failure. The most
Important plant food In the early
spring Is ammonia—the stem and leaf
producer. At the time of year when
potatoes are planted, the soil is still
cold. It has Just been leached by the
winter’s rains and is low in available
plant food. Even when manure is applied to a cover sod and turned under,
use of ammonia in fertilizer—from 2
to 3 per cent—Is a most profitable

K WS

Torrey spent the week-end at his
home in Winter Harbor.

GIVING THE POTATO CROP A
QUICK START

toes

>

James

C. T. U. held its monthly meetIn
ing in the chapel Thursday evening.
spite of the bad weather there was a

Officers:
day evening, Jan. 21.
Clapp, W. M.; W. S. Daniels, S. W.; Louis
Laue, J. W.; F. C. Allen, secretary; J.
W. Paris, treasurer; G. S. Bridges, S. D.;
Myron Carter, J. D.; T. A. Smith, marshal; Richard Giles, chaplain; A. F. Robbins, 8. 8.; A. G. Parker, J. 8.; 8. W.
Guptiil, t> ler. After a fine entertainment
the guests repaired to the banquet hall,
where a bountiful supper was served.
Eloc.
Jau. 27.

amid the

THIS

scenes

400
ARTICLES

of her childhood.

Jan. 27.

C.

400

PICTURES

BROOKUN.
J. J. Bridges
Monday.
Mrs.

NOW

;

Mrs. Albert

Hill,

was

in

|

Ellsworth last

who has been very

EACH

F MONTH

ill,

improving.

is

Bridges is spending two weeks
Acton and Arlington, Mass.

Miss Etta
at

W EST EDEN.

CapJ..

W. W. Lunt

Bostou last week

was

by

Jasper Holbrook

is very ill of

turned home.

pneumonia

thirty

cases

of

hospital had to be postponed.
community was saddened by the

working
a

in

AND

the

mines.
which

oarne

home

developed

pneu-

He

only three days. He
widow, one son, Junior, and a
daughter, Mildred. Funeral services were
held in the church here and interment
was in Mt. View cemetery.
His son and
daughter are both ill.
Jan. 27.
M.
leaves

©EAB.EK

was

ill

VII

f“~

J

DOING

tnstacS Relief for the! Awlul Bunion

I? A TD
JT
M I F

THIS

__

good appetiteJ*and digestion, sleep soundly aud enjoy life, use
Burdock Blood Bitters, the family* system
tonic. Price, ft.25—Advt.

At ILes!!

r

Try >. at our expense. Why continue to suffer the agony, torture and discomfort of thatawf u bunion when here Inctant Relief Guarantoed—and
yov don i have to pay me one cent unless you get absolute satisfaction.

a

To teel strong, have

jmwwawrwgrreB^H

»; _,

Instant Bunion Relief

AVOID

aud

bad cold

monia, and

Miss Nellie Cousins is with Mrs. Bridges
Mrs. Bridges’
during the absence of
daughter.
Private Everett Cousins, who has been

in-

death of Colburn HigMr. Higgins had been in Bluehill

gins.
with

Dr.

family.

Colburn Higgius.

been

have

Fred Nutter, who has been employed by
R. E. Hagerthy, Sedgwick, has re-

called home from

illness in bis

Monday. So far all
are'doing well. Mrs. E. E. Sargent was
one’ofthe victims of influenza, and her
The

mou*y

wou,d

on

Miss

Bridges left last week for Boston to "spend
On their way
a few weeks with friends.
they will visit in Rockland and Bath.

going to the

4? wh"t
sSSS
wt»2rdSwVhul3&,“r

goiug
iii •o-na

« «.

seed potatoes sprout In
storage. Every inch of sprout means
so much strength gone and diminishes
by just this much the ability of the
seed pieces to produce quick, sturdy
growth in the early spring.
For
the
early
potatoes,
very
wherever small areas are to be planted, spread the seed potatoes out in the
warm sunlight or in a light unheated
room in a dwelling house, some three
weeks before planting time. This
Don't

SEDGWICK.

There

*’ wo|,n-out stomach for
you

»treu"me.Cy?U

TAKE

Resolved, That in memory of her. we drape
our charter in mourning for thirty days.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be placed on our records, a copy sent to the
bereaved family, also to Thb F.llsworth
Amkrk-an for publication.
Jephthah chapter, O. E. S.

sudden illness

money

sus-

liuenza here since last

Don’t Spoil

Name

Greatest

our

at the home of Mrs.

With

The

the

mat fcnt.f0UD*
d aUd dUt,fuI
to
ms
were a** ttiose
that
Hm <ri<
the
first break
^eath,
f

t. That

goodly

1 tie smelt
fishermen are making good
catches and getting a good price.
Hvt. William T.
arrived from

cases

WREGLEY5

The W.

WEST BKOOKSVILLF.

(

have

rows.

horn

in

mid deep

Whereat, Our Heavenly Father in His divine wisdom h is seen tit to remove from our
fraternal order our esteemed sister. Abbie
Gilley, thereto-*
That in the passing of Sister
Resolved,
Gilley, we feel a personal grief at herdeath.
Rea" I vert. That we extend to her family our
sincere sympathy and commend them to Him
who is able to lighten our burdens aud sor-

cases

some

late sister our fraternal
iu the loss that they

U—,»—• U

you must have for a wartime potato
crop (or, for that matter, an after-thewar crop either).
And what is just
as important, you can’t make up for
the loss by adding more fertilizer, l or
one thing you probably can’t get the
fertilizer in,any larger quantity than i

charter be draped for
thirty days, aud a copy of these resolutions
be spread ou our records.

weeks.

whole families have been sick at the

our

•sympathy

There have been about forty cases of influenza ui town recently, two of which

developed pneumonia.

get

WRAPPED

Whereat, the Angel of Death has again
entered our ranks aud taken from our lodge
room
one of our beloved members, 81* er
Abbie L. Gilley, be it
Renat»*i
That Rowena Rebekah lodge has
1 o«t one of if* first and most honored member*. Her tuapy fine quali'ies through days
th are remembered by ita memb rs.
of he
and may her memory abide among us, while
we t-y to emulate her vtctu- s.
Ketnlved, That the officers and members
of R >weua lodge extend to the bereaved f mi

Friends of Capt. Lester Blake will be
to know that be has arrived at
South Africa after a record trip of dftyonedavs in .schooner Singleton Palmer.
U.
Jan. 27.

pleased

Mr*. K

Next spring, when getting your seed
stock ready for potato planting, look
out for the tuhers showing “spindly
sprouts.” Su< h tubers will never make
the strong and healthy growth whkh

to

sure

days.

John Blake's.

W.

of Loss in Either Case.

be

Wh- reat, It has pleased HIm who doeth all
things well to remove from our midst, .Sister
Kmilv Netvmin. a member of Rowena Rebekah lodge, be it
Renal red. That this lodge has lost a valued
and esteemed member, and may it ever
cherish her inemorv. We extend to the bereaved faiui y our deep s mpathy in their
great loss.
Remolred. That these resolutions be spread
upon «>ar records aud that our charter be
draped iu mourning for a period of thirty

to

gave
twins recently, ia very ill
Manaon returned to her
Mis* Kuth
school at Southwest Harbor Saturday.

\ork

RBSOLCTIt NS.

Look for. ask for.

did lust yenr—certainly not, if you
delay ordering. Spindly sprouts simply show that tlie plant lacks vitality.
No amount of good treatment will
make it yield a good crop.
The accompanying illustration is
from one of the excellent bulletins of
llm Maryland experiment station. The
plant at tin- left shows what a heavy
and thick sprout develops into; that
t the right, the poor plant grown from
a tuber showing the “spindly sprout.”
you

his

with

who

MORI AL

God iu His infinite wisdom has
remove
from our midst Sister
Ma.y Snow, be It
rJienolved, That Rowena
Rebekah lodge
No. 91, I. O. O. F., expresses in this manner
our
for
our
respect
departed sister, reher many floe qualities and
membering
interest maintained with this lodge.
Remolved, That a c py of these resolutions
be placed ou our records and that our charter
be draped for a period of thirty days.
Whereat,
seen fit to

\\ale«

Dyer

They May Be Due to Disease, or to
Poor Seed Stock, but Are a Source

SOUTH W EST H A RPOR.

*kc.

bum

Tom8'>n.

boat.

for

one

everywhere.

This field in Aroostock county, Maine, averaged 551 bushels to the acre. It
received 2,000 pounds of fertilizer per acre. The money spent in fertilizer proved to be a gilt-edge investment.

of

SPINDLY SPROUTS OF POTATO

ill.
Hiram

Bahson
of

is visitMrs. Edna Primrose of Boston
who is very
ing her lather, N.-UOU Black,

I

William,

were

Itiodgett,

,, improving.
a motor boat
Ul«j., G.ver has bought
o(Gmrge Amea.
ir»
fishing on
T.r smelt fishermen

Sli

The

home, Rev. John Carson officiating.

Cornelius Gray, jr, who has been

LATER

|

i

A

GoEnateed to Give
INSTANT REUHEF

Hundreds and thousands of men and women made happy la°t year. Over
2t years of continued success. Millions who have tried pade plates, steel
contraptions and al! aorta of cheap remedies without success gladly pay
the full price fora real remedy—F AIR YFX)OT—the only known Bunion
cure. Don’t give up—don’t think that Bunions are incurable—don't say
tried everything under the sun—get a box of FAIR /FOOT—give
you’ve
it a triai- and if you uo not find instant relief, return what’s left and get
ali your money back. We know FA1RYFOOT has given complete satisfaction to all our customers. We know they will do the same for you.
Hence, we glai. y guunmtce FAIRY FOOT. We have a FAIRYFOOT
Remedy for every foot trouble.

ALEXANDER S

PHARMACY, EllswortL, Me.

Cr»M

Workers.

FT? B! IBM BD

Interesting end inspiring messages were
given by Miss Levi nil H. Newell, director
of women’s wont, and Lewis E. Smith, jr.,
field representative of the Red Cross, both
from the division office, Boston, at a meeting of Red Cross workers in Ellsworth

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

EVERY

Red

to

Appeal

Urgent

An

AT

BLLSWORH. M.UNJ5
»Y THS

SAKCOCKCOUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
W. H. Titus, Editor nod Mvnserr.

afternoon.

yeoterday

There

was

GOVERNMENT AGENCY
FOR POPULAR SAVINGS
WMMrMt Willing****
by

th*

months ago, but tbs end
and unexpectedly.

War.

Th* rapid establishment ef a aaUaa

In

1*19-

vivid

a

mauner

mated deficit of nearly $200,000,000.
“Government operation" is expensive.—N. Y. Herald.
The peace conference

has

unani-

purchased

fice, postoffice building,

and appointed a commission
The resoluto take up that matter.
tion adopted declares that “it is essential to the maintenance of the world
settlement which the associated nation* are now met to establish, that a
league of nations be created to promote international obligations and to

emergency cases
Both speakers

by

on

!

the work of relief.

Meeting In Boston of
Home Folks of Brookliu.

“A year ago to-day,” says our North
Braokiin correspondent, writing Monday,
“looking down across the bay, there was

Old

held at the home of the

secretary,
Albert E. Stanley, 8 Arg vie street, Everett,
Mass., Jan. 18. At 7.30 o'clock a bountiful

supper was served, consisting of clamstew, hot rolls, coffee, pies of all kinds,
cake, doughnuts, cream cakes and other
nothing to be seen but a cold expanse of
dainties too numerous to mention. Nearly
ice reaching as far as the eye could see.
member was present, and all did
To-day there is no ice to be seen and only every
to the real “down east1' food, and
are
over
the justice

gentle

zephyrs

waters.

The

here and

we

rippling
practically

is

snow

all gone

surprised

would not be much

to get up in the morning and bear the
music of the spring birds.”
Another

autograph

recent

Ool.

Hancock

Roosevelt.

letter

The

printed

week ago

county

Roosevelt letter

has

man

from

the

American

a

late
two

item

concerning a
prized by Rev. C. A.
an

Penobscot, who wondered
if any other Hancock county man had a
■inailar letter. Theodore P.
Austin of

Smith of South

Egypt

has

written in

letter

a

Roosevelt's

hand,

Mr. Austin

tells

the letter

follows:

full in

signed by

and

him.

the circumstances of

of a
case of war profiteering and slackefism
that had come to my attention.” Col.
Roosevelt wrote in reply:
as

“I

wrote him

I appreciate your letter. I fear I am helpless to do anything; only
the national
administration has power in such a case.
If 1 had power, I would put a stop to such
abuses, and they are really, at this time
treasonab'e abuses, if I had to use the
entire strength of the government to do so.
Your fellow American,
Thbodobb Roosevelt.

STATE SOLONS.

Legislative

Interest to Han- I
County Headers.

Among measures introduced during the
past week are the following:
Resolve
By Mr. Savage of Mt. Desert
appropriating |5,000 to repair the high—

towns

of

Mt.

Desert and

Sonthwest Harbor, leading from the foot
af Carroll’s Hill in the town of Southwest
Harbor in a northerly direction on the
main road to the North Quarry road so
called in the town of Mt. Desert.

Phillips

of Bar Harbor

the charter of the

—

Act to extend

Salisbury Cove Water

Co., for two years.
Mr.

Savage

Bradford

E.

also
Rowe

presented petition of
aud

sixty

others of

Island, asking for the enactment
of a law preventing or regulating the taking of clams in the townof Swan’s Island.

Swan’s

KITTKRY

TO

CARIBOU.

Mrs. Mary Goddard, the oldest woman
probably in New England,
She
died last Thursday in Brunswick.
would have been 109 years old on March 10

in Maine and

next.

General Joseph S. Smith, formerly of
Bangor, where for several years he was
collector of customs, died Saturday at the
national soldiers’ home at Hampton, Va.,
of which he was governor. Gov. Smith
He served
was eighty-two years Of age.

usual

business

A social hour

enjoyed by
anniversary
they

were

after

a

followed,

ail.

It

of

Mr.

called

few

and

and

before

remarks

by

•

greatly
wedding
Stanley,

Mrs.
the

club,

and

president,

the

they were presented with a beautiful
cut-glass fruit dish. It also being the
birthday of James Dean, who has served
the club faithfully
as treasurer
many
years, he was called
with gifts.

for and

presented

The hours passed ail too soon, and
arising vote of thanks to Mr. and

after
Mrs.

Stanley

the

meeting

one

year from

A

for their kind

was

adjourned

R. B. Mathews

was

held

at tbe

on

Rev.

BOYS AND GIRLS

am

Kobinsou is spending five days
parents, Rufus Robinson and

REPORT OP

it

the

reports
is

for the

fast nearing

F.

E. B.

hospitality,

to meet again

date.

Native of Walthain.

for

same to

go

to

of

lime for

RESOURCES.
Loams

sou

the Senate concurring, that the
the reception of petitions and
private and special lt-giil ttiou be Itmited to V iday, January %1. lily, and that
such petitions and bill presenied after tht:

ORDERED,
bills of

at Ellsworth, in the State of Maine, at the close
of business on Dec. 31,1913.

printer.

Chad bourne,

UrgiaLitiUr Xotute.

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK

Edwin A.

and

date r»e referred to the next Legislature; ha:
theclerk of the House caus« copieaof this order
to be publiahed i
all the daily and weeklv
papers in (be Mate until and eluding Thursday. January 90. neit.
House of Represents'iees. Jan 18. 1919. Rear
and passed. Sent up or concurreuce.
Clydm R. Chips in, ClerkIn Senate Chamber. Jan 17, 19.9. Read act
passed In concurrence.
L Ke«u»t Thouwtox Secretary pm few.

discount*, in-

■

cluding reciscoum*.•241,771 7t

eral

|
!

business

matters

for

the

cates
indebtedness
owned aud unpledged.
Premium on 17. 8. bonds
Liberty loau bonds. 3L».
4 a* d 4>4 per ceDt. un-

coming

season.

Dr. L. G. Tewksbury has resumed bis
practice here, having recently been discnarged from the denial corps of the army.
He received a commission as first lieu-

ment

was

j

T.

The

Coombs, N. G.;

officers

are:

J.

good tight

ty In the world."

F.

I. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.

99

20.000

06

bondsof tbe Fourth Liberty Loan owned.
Bonds otber than U- 8.
bonds pledged to secure
U. 8. deposits.
Securities
other
than
U. 8. bonds
(not including stocks) owned

12*200

06

10,000 66

94,429 56
unpledged
Collateral trust a> d otber
notes of corporations issued for not less than
one year nor more than
three years* time.
26,766 06
Tot.l bonds, securities,
etc., otber than U. 8...- 130 214 50
Stocks, otber than Federal
Re>erve hank stock
2,250 uQ
Stock of Federal Reserve
b«uk.(50 per centof sub1400 CO
scription).
Furniture and fixtures7,000 00
Real estate owned other
than banking bouse.
1.100 00
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve bank.
19,317 67
Cash in vault and net
amounts due
from na
tioualoankit.
11,567 14
Checks on other banks in
..

..

the same city or town as
reporting bank.

233

Total of items.
Checks on banka located
outside of city or town of
1 eporting bauk and otber
casb items.Redemption fond with U.
H.
treasurer
and due
from U. 8. treasurer--.War Savings Certificates
and Thrift Stamp* actually owned.

53

*2,500 00
7*s

M

Total. •654.666
LIABILITIES.

50

$3,423

Total of items.
Individual deposits subject
to check.
Certificates of deposit due
in less than 30 days (otber
tbau
for
money borrowed).
Certified checks.
Castiier’schecks outstand-

558

7,283 43
5! 40
1,619 B0
2,263 00

to reserve.

ing

officers.

267380 15
10,500 00

10.500

Bills payable, with Federal Reserve bank.

00

80,000 00

*554.656 59

rediscounts,

those
with
Federal Reserve bank...

5,000

'Tot»l contingent liabilities,
Of the total loans and discounts shown above, the
amount on which interest
and discount
was
charged at rates in excels of those permitted
by law was.
The number of snch loans
...

00

*5,00000

8098 92

76

STATE OF MAINE.
*' Ed»- E Small,
the above-named
bank
do
~

fr^'lL'^V^V^^e-reneV1D. E.

Hdiliy,
NoUrJr PuWte-

Correct—Attest:
Luwis Hodgkins,

■.cJSSSt

I

at

January,

Ellsworth, this twenty- ninth day
a.

d. 1919.

_Roy
OK

DirfC,or*

C.

Haikus, Register-

FORECLOSURE.

Emery Alfred Willey of OtisHancock county. Maine, oy his mortWHEREAS
deed, dated

|

gage
August 10. 1917. and recorded
in the
Hancock county registry of deeds,
book MA, page 290. conveyed to John P Craw* certain lot or
paioe! of real estate situ'
ated in the town of Otis, tn the county of
Hancock, bounded and described as follows
All of ray borne
place in the town of Otis, in
the said
county of Hancock, said place known
as the Ben Davis
place and being the *a®£
property, I bought ofsome nine years ago f'O®
Lawyer Burnham,
Ellsworth, meaning ana
lute, ding to convey all of the
properly 1 ows
>n
the county of Hancock aforesaid;
whereas the condition of said mortgage b * i
been broken, now, therefore,
by reason of tb«
breach of the condition thereof, I claim *
j
foreclosure of said mortgage.
John P. Csawpobd
his
By
attorney, Wm. E. Whiting
PAUPER

.

cashier**of*
of

Dated
ot

NOTICE

5 ooo 00
262 880 15

ject

1

>0 UUfc.

V'KOHATB g.rflCKN.
VTOTl* E is hereby given that the following
appointments have oeen made by tbe
Probate Court within and fur the county of
Hancock. State of Maine:
Mary l.ynde Coekrane. late of Boston.
Massachusetts, deceased. Robert H. Gardiner, of Gardiner. Maine, appointed executor
of tbe last will and testament ot said Or
ceased: date of qualification December jO.
a. d
1918.
Clifton R. Wssrott, late ,f Penobscot. ■
said
deceased.
Nancy V Wescoti of
county,
said Penobscot, appomtei executrix of tbe
last will and testament of aaid deceased; date
of qualification December It*, a d 1913.
William Perry, late of Haiem, Massa>-h'>
setts, deceased. Lacy W. Perry of aaid Salem
appointed administratrix with tbe win so
nexed of the estate of t-aid deceased; date of
19.V.
H W
qualification Janaaiy 7. a d
M err man
ot
West
Hsrpswell, appointed
agent in Maine.
Lottie L. Parker, late of Canine, in said
Bert P. Parker of said
county, deceased.
Caniine, appointed executor of the last wiil
and testament of Maid deceased; date of qualification January 7, a d. 19iW.
Harvey R Gray, late of Hucksport, in said
Alexander H. Gray cf
county, deceased
Kli»wortti
in
s*id couu y, appointed Administrator of the estate of aaid deceased;
date of qualification Jtnuarj 14. a d. 1919.
Halite D. Cunningham, late of Ellsworth,
in said couuty. dece-oed
Ralph K Cunningham of said
Ellsworth.appointed administrator of the estate of said decesseo; date of
qualification January 7, a d 19(9.
Harold K. Moore, late of Kllaworth, in said
Frank L Heath of said
county, deceased
Ellsworth, appointed administrator of tbe
estate of said deceased: dale of qualification
Janusry 14, a. d. )9t9.
Warren G. Haynes, lute of Trenton, in sad
Edith H. Leiaud of said
county deceased
remon. appointed
administratrix of tbe
estate of said deceased; date of quaiificatioa
January 14, a. d 1919.
Samuel K. Whiting, late of Ellsworth, in
said
county, deceased. Pamelia W. Bowen of
Newton, Massacbusetts, appointed administratrix with the will annexed of the state
of said deceased; date of qualifies' ion JanuH. R. Hamlin of Ellsworth,
ary 7. a. d. im
appointed agent in Maine
Carrie E. Nasoc, late of Bar Harbor, in said
county, deceased. Howard H Nason of aaid
Bar Haroor,
appointed adm.niatrator of tbe
estate
f said deceased; date of qaalification
January 7. a. d 1919.
Murray A. Bates, late of Swan'* Island, is
said county, deceased.
Alvie Marie Bates of
said Swan's Island, appointed administratrix
of the estate of said deceaa**dl; date of qualification January 7, a. d. 1919
Llewellyn C. Roberta, late of Brooksville. ia
said coun.y. decease-1. Melvin I>. Cbattoof
aaid Brooksville. appointed administrator
d. b.m. of the estate of said deceased; date of
qualification January 7, a. d. 1919.
George E Soper, late of Bar Harbor, in said I
Thomas Starles and J
county, deceased.
Aldeu Morse, both of said Bar Harbor, ip*
poiuled administrators ot the esta*e of «»:d
deceased ; date of qualification December 3d,
a. d. 1918.
Alice B. Higgins, of
Ellsworth, in aaid
Arthur L. Higgins of Camoridft.
county.
Massachusetts, appointed guardian of
Alice B. Higgins; date of qualification Decernher 8. a. d. 1918.
Edmond J. Walsh of EM**
wortu, appointed ageut in Maine.

11

borrowed).

cashier

92

563,41

Other lime deposits.
Total of time deposits sub-

W*®

8,428

41

ing.

including

00
00

121,091 23

Dividends unpaid
Total of demand deposits
bank de
(otber than
posits) subject to reserve, 132,299
Certificates
of
deposit
(other than for money

.•
Liabilities
for

$60,000
10.000
92

80,000 00

War loan dtpo.-it account,
Other United mates dedeposits, including
posits of U. 8. disburs-

I

8,110 94

pnnies.

j

i

11,790 67

Capital stock paid in.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits.
Less current expenses, in
taxes paid,
terest and
out
Circulating notes
standing.
Net amounts due to banks,
baukeis and trust com

C.

is never for its day
It is for many days.
And it
alone for him who bears its
utmost stress.
No man can live his
own life bravely and not be an energy
of social good, virtue proceeding forth
from him to heal some brother’s
wounded heart. There is a riddle here
for us to guess.—John White Chadwick.
A

JO,000

aud

payable.
actually made
Liberty 4l4 per cent

served.

alone.
is not

U- 8. deposits.
loan bonds. 8tg.
4*4
per
cent.,
pledged to secure State
or other dept sits or bills

00

on

McDonald,secretary; H. E. Candage,
treasurer; Ralph Eaton, w arder; Charles
Cleveland, conductor; John Clegg, K. 8.
N. G.; A. Anderson, R. 8. V. G., Charles
Spragoe, L. 8. V. G.; George W. Silver.
1. G.; J. W. Coombs, O. G. Refreshments

*A Good Fight.

09

77400

Payments

N.

Goodness.
I think that most of my renders
will agree with me that, notwithstanding the all-prevalent evil which in a
thousand shapes haunts the footsteps
of our race, good is still the mightiest
power in the world, and, if its aimless
strength could be concentrated and
directed, would go far towards effecting a reformation of the world.—Sir
H. Rider HaggauL

12.290

4

Walter G. Hart, V. G.;

Jan. 27.

pledged.

to secure

8. A.

were

99

Liberty

early last year, and was ordered to
report for duty last summer, going to
Camp Greenleaf, Chi., where he was honor-

D. D. G.

17,6*0

Htga'

Liberty loan bonds, 3^2, 4
and 4'4 per cent., pledged

field workers, will reach every ably discharged on New Year’s day.
community through state directors and
Local Maine tax-payers who have rethrough county and community chair- ceived notice to
appear before Deputy
men of committees
representing the Collector Caalin at the custom house in
government in its savings activities. Ellsworth on stated
dates, wilt be pleased
The 164,000 War Savings Societies will to learn tnat a
deputy w ill be sent to
be maintained and strengthened and
Stouington for the accommodation of
their number rapidly Increased where- i those thus summoned froui the towns of
ever conditions warant.
Swan s Island, Stonington and Deer Isle.
District cooperation will be effected
Two of our soldier boys arrived home
with other government departments last week--Harold Chalmers
from Camp
interested in thrift matters with all Deveus and Archie Redman
from Camp
schools, universities, employers, reli- Lee, Va. It’s a welcome
sight to see the
gious and fraternal groups and nat- boys return home after having
promptly
ional organizations of men and wom- and
cheerfully answered their nation’s
en.
They will be asked to assist in call to tuc
colors, and in happy contrast to
promoting the sale of War Savings the sad days a few months
ago when they
and
also
in
ideas
Stamps
dlssemiaatng
were going away.
of individual and community thrift.
Officers of Joshua Davis lodge, I. O. O.
“That w# continue to attract small
F.t were installed Jan. 15, by D. D. G. M.
savings of millions of people as well
George W. Silver, assisted by J. W.
as larger capital into government inCoombs as D. D. G.
marshal, P. G.
vestment channels, I regard as vitalMcGuffie, as D. D. G. W., P. O. Candage
ly essential to our financial program.
as D. D. G. 8., and P. G. McDonald as
Whereas before the war the

financed by some three hun| dred thousand investors, twenty milj lion people have become its financial
1
veteran of the Civil war,
enlisting in partners. Such partnership must enMaria ville with tbe first call for volungender a more intelligent interest In
teers, and serving with Co. E. First the actual operations of the governMaine heavy artillery. He was born in j ment. Such popular support by ail
Waltham, moving to Mariaville and ; classes of citizens. I regard as the
going to Bangor to lite upon a small i very essence of democracy.
farm fifty years ago. He is survived by
"As an agpncv for Americanization.
his wife, one son, Charles Jordan, four
Liberty Bonds and. particularly Thrift
sisters, Mrs. Benjamin Young of Ells- and War Savings
Stamps, have been
worth. Mrs. Amelia Hanscom of Mariatmong the most effective erasers of the
ville, Mrs. Samuel Parsons and Mrs. M. !
hyphen. Ownership of such securities
D. Bailey of Bangor, and one brother, E.
has operated strongly to lessen the deH. Jordan, of Bangor.
sire of many of our foreign-born citfzens to return to then'r native lands,
1SLE3FORD.
and with many more, has curbed restlessness and the tendency to shift
Mrs. Erving Faulkner, who has had infrom town to town without ever really
fluenza, is out.
Capt. BeDjamin Spurling of Bootbbay taking root. Many employers assure
us that the establishment of War Sav! visited here recently.
ings Societies and the ownership of
Mrs. Alton H. Urquhart, who has been
|
government securities thus promoted
is improving.
ill,
j
in their plants, stores and business ofOscar Jarvis, who has been ill several
fices, have counteracted importantly
i days, is out.
the tendency of their employees to
James C. Sprague, who is employed in shift from Job to Job. With money
!
Bar Harbor, spent tbe week-end at home.
saved through the stamps, many, hithEverett L. Spurling, w ho has been ill, erto restless, gained the Idea of buying
is much improved.
homes and settling down in the com-

everywhere.

-OF THE-

tenant

govern-

Horace B. Jordan died Saturday mornhis
home
in
ing at
Bangor, at
the age
of eighty years. He
was
a

Sold

CONDITION

past municipal year,
time

So

at the store of
Merrill A Hit ckl.y.tn Bluehill.on Saturday.
Feb. 1. at l* o'clock p m
to act upon th*
following business, to wit: To hear report of
officers, to e ect a board of directoia and ^
tran.•■sit sny other business
legally orougbt
hefoie said meeting
A meeting of the di
rector* will be held immediately follower
the stockholders' meeting.
N. L. Osiwdmll, Secretary.
Bluehill, Jan. 20. 1P19.

Sank Statemmt

busy arranging

as

ANNUAL MARTINO.
annual
of the

meeting
atockholdera of
Hancock County Agricultural
THEthe
of Bluehill. will be held

ciety

Fred A. Torrey is having a Deleo lighting system installed in bis residence on

their

and girla wasted for bee
vyaar aroond hotels la Main*; g
w Urease*.
fine tip hotel*; alao chamber
kitchen, dish. laundry sad scrub woaes
chefa, pastry and all-aroaad eook*. Hellas
bu*a boy*, second
ana
third cook* f0r
hotel poc it ion*. Apply always to Maims Ho.
tbl Ausnct. new quarters. 99 Main street
Established
17
Baugor.
years. Suo flri»
wanted for beat summer hotels
Incloat
stamp for reply. Few high grade housework
places.

xptcial kotun»

Send *1 for 11 patriotic picture* 19x20 inches.
Sell to your friends at Juc each or 2 far She.
Wonderful chance to make money
Send at
once.
Dussawood Company, Box 794. Banker, Me.

Tuesday night.

his

|

Sptlil Neuum.

wife.

war

distinction in the Civil war, enlist-

J«n.27.

phone

and

munity.
Mrs. Blanche Spurling, who had ery"For these several reasons It has
sipelas in her face badly, is out.
Sergt. W. J. Faulkner, who has been seemed highly desirable to the Treasing as a private in the 3rd Maine infantry,
home on a furlough, has returned to Camp
and earning promotions until when he
ury to establish definite government
Greene, N. C.
was mustered out in 1865 he was lieuten| agencies charged with bringing home Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cared
Little John Farnsworth, who bad the
by local applications, as
ant calonel.
cannot reach
I
financially to every man, woman and the diseased portion of they
the ear. There is
misfortune to cut his leg seriously, while
only one way to cure catarrhal deafness,
the
idea
that
wiae
EAST FRANKLIN.
child,
spending, and that is by a constitutional remedy.
sliding, is resting comfortably, although
The influenza is ou the decrease and the doctor found it
aroidance of waste, intelligent saving Catarrhal deatness is caused by an inflamed
necessary to take ten
condition of the mucous lining of the eastsschools are once more in session.
i stitches.
and safe investment are not alone good chian tube, w ben this tube is inflamed you
have a rumbling sound or
imperfect hearing,
Albert Hubbard and Clarence Colgrove
Mrs. James Sprague, who has
been
citizenship but are good business for and when it is entirely closed, deafness is the
result. Unless the inflammation can be rehave gone to Bangor looking for employ- suffering for so long with
is
rheumatism,
the individual and the community.
duced and this tube restored to its normal
ment.
much improved.
condition,
will be destroyed forever.
"The thrift machinery being put in Many cases bearing
of deafness are caused
Jan. 27.
S.
by catarrh
Corp. Reginald M. Joy has returned
which is an inflamed condition of the
mucous
motion, I am hopeful, will prove so surfaces.
home from France, where be spent nearly
Hall's
Catarrh
Medicine
acts
the blood on the mucous surfaces of
three months at the front. He tells of
popular that our present beginning through
Shake Into Your Shoes
the system.
in
the
adventures
days
layt
some thrilling
We will give one hundred dollars for
Allen's Foot-Ease, the antiseptic powder, and
quickly will develop into the greatest easa
any
rest and comfort for tired, aching, swolof catarrhal deafness that
of the war. His family and friends are
he
en feet.
The quick relief for corns, bunions
f'et
savings and investment activi- cured by HaH'a Catarrh Medicine. cannot
people’s
Circulars
unharmed.
back
him
again
and callouses.
tree. All druggists, 75c.
Soldiers aud sailors use it.
glad to see

with

Excellent Yorkshire »i|t. |l each.
Bllswertb.
Tele.Smith,

George H. Noyes, student at Bowdoin
college, spent the week-end at home.
Will

HOTEL HELP WANTED

FnsD
O.
I>108—
1R-19.

STONINGTON.

with

powcani

Kirur!
*CT

,^rA WOMB*

The Rcbekahs will hold their installation

for 28c each. Bead
bottle
Waiivuu

■ MPl.OYMSST. HUUMM ,UB
for oa is pleaaaat. pa«y, well pa.id *ork
Por particular* address Pm sirs St Pimiu4M
T*c.. 909 Anderson St
Portland, Me.

Tinker'*
lane* and atable:
• acre* e eared land, wood lot.
Price. *1 CM to
qolek uker. Apply to C. W. OsiitnaL, K1 laworth.

com-

home

Monday afternoon,
officiating.

-v.,.,.

"V"oillS

also#

FpHB Maynard Whittaker
A. kill; M metes, 2** #»orj

and

was

the

being

funeral

Tbe

“These district directors operating I
through the headquarters savings staff

were

into the club. The folio vingofficers were elected for the ensuing year:
President, Mrs. R. R. Babt-on; vice-president, Otis Wells; secretary, Albert E.
Stanley; treasurer, James S. Dean; committee, Mrs. C. H. West, Mrs. Eugene
Hamilton, Mrs. Albert E. Stanley, Fred
Watson.

and

Central street

community.

initialed

News of

cork

way in the

Brooklin.
The meeting was called to order by the

suppers in

members

Edward
children,
Elizabeth. The sympathy of tbe
munity goes out to tbe parents
husband.
two

parrots,

young
met with a

'The Governors of the Federal Re'
serve Districts, each through a special
Savlngi Director, will assist in thl»
educational campaign and also will see
to it that War Savings Stamp* are
made even more accessible in every

every mind wandered back to the days of
yore and the good old harvest home

president, and after the
was disposed of, nine new

savings

and

her

-V

gtmaU gftlp SBanttO.

fax A alt.

common

optigaiions, to emphasize j
Knuwlton,
aaw argument* of every-day patriptpainful accident
Total oans. 243,771 71
Iib. aad of individual self-Interest for Thursday night, resulting in the loss of Notes and bills rediscounted
than
(other
the
eud
of
a huger.
saving and purchase of stamps, which
bank accep ances sold'
•6,000 00.
Vernon Silver, who has been painter on
will be equally compelling after the
Foreign bills of eschang*
the Eastern Steamship Co.’s boat, North ’
peace terms are signed.
or drafts sold with in
dorsement of this
».K6 M 243,77171
"The Savings Division of the Treas- Star, plying between Boston and New Overdrafts, secured, fbank,
194.29;
is enjoying a short visit with his
unsecured 11,173 06.
1469 15
ury—a greup of economists, educator*, York,
U. 8. bonds deposited to
bankers, business men and students parents.
secure circulation (par
value).
ef household and other
thrift,
has
j Frank McGuire, superintendent of U. 8- bonds aud certlfi M.AMM
beea charged with leadership in deRodgers Granite Corp.,and Mrs. McGuire
cates of
indebtedness
pledged as collateral for
veloping and Inculcating of ways and leave this week for New York, wiure
rotate or o her deposits or
means ef making aavlng a happy perhe will confer with other numbers of his
bills payable.
19,906 06
and certifisonal and national habit.
firm concerning stone contracts and gen- U. 8. bonds
of

Boston, Jan. 20^ (Special)-The annual
meeting of the Brooklin club

was

|

To perpetuate till* valuable habit "ac
qulred as a war measure. It is planned
especially in connection with the sale
of War Savings Stamps, to aid in
Meeting

HROOKL1N CLUB.
Annual

newly

established

lurope
Through It we hope lo establish new motives for saving that will
capitalise Into a permanent national
characteristic, the wide spread willingness to save and to lend to the government awakened by the war. The ultimate aim Is to make Investment in
government securities an every-day
matter with us as It has become with
the people of France and Hngland.

the

response to calls of the Red
Cross, and urged the same spirit of de-

carrying

the

the

husband

besides

leaves

She
:

thrift mechanism rivaling In the convenience th# oft-quoted methods of

in

in

votiou in

States
Re

in

terms

schools of Ellsworth. Later the entered
the employ of the Burrtll National bank.
On June 9, 1913, ebe was married to
Edward F. Small, cashier of the bank.

saving*

fanctlon of the Treasury of tbs United
we will have a

right
paid a high tribute to the
manifested

United

special

■tats*. It Is believed,

at home.

spirit

and

loyalty
people

the

the

Districts, said:—

“la

be

branches and auxiliaries could now
available in extending relief

ef

and

severe 1

taught

on

daughtar
way to Boaton.
Jan. 27.W,

in
Hamilton, and was born
Ellsworth Aog. 3, 1886. She was graduated from tbe Ellsworth high school, and

Htgglneoa, three

of Proaparl Harbor
waalt. Hia
bualneaa laal
Ida arcotnpanind him, on bar

John W. Btinaon

Edmund

Treasury,

Am

p,*-V\
**■’ »

AKA MM*.
(’haara for Advaaeeauit~rree.
f U A. Whipping Board free aavigation *cho«i
at Portland trains seamen for officers'
bertk*
in new Merohant Marina.
Wbart cot to tk*
bridge. Two years’ son roperies#* required
Native or nn'ur lized citlaena anlv. Court*
ala weeks. Apply to Kbauk a. Wilson at
■cbool. Municipal Bldg, Portland, hetw*«i
»-*9 and • p. tu Hatardav* t.HO a. aa. to
ltnooi

SOUTH HANCOCK.

hrra

by the

Mu.

Orliod j Co.. Sanbornvllie N H.

A.

waa

ar

to

BOY WANTKO
aell vanil a flavoring alter *«ji<.0| hour.
and ha'untry*
Send 91 90 for right
ho»*

tie* tb»t rei»i|
for free n*
pie

BKBTICa.

commander
Bbaw, lieutenant
of the U. 8. 8. Neeada, tinted hia aialar,
Mra. A. H. Colwell, laal wank.
W.

"Twenty Million Americans, through Sea Breeze avenue.
Interest In Liberty Bonds and War
Mrs. Stewart Jolly and son of Baltimore
Savings Stamps have begnjn to gain a are spending several weeks witn Airs.
similar taste for saving through govJolly's parents, Charles F. Eaton and w ife.
ernment
interest-yielding securities.
The low n officials are

business

COUNTY GOSSIP.

ser

chapters,

in

Cross

L.

aa-

Carter

by

th*

function assigned to th* Federal

general

the

Division

ings

of-

made

provide safeguards against
league should be created as an integral part of the general treaty of
peace, and should be open to every
civilized nation which can be relied
upon to promote Its objects."

Red

of the

funds

bow

showed

aDd

leday
#f

aa

shock to

sweet
her
disposition and
generous qualities of heart and mind,
had endeared her to all who knew her.
She was the only child of Mr. and Mrs.

Savings for New England

Treasury,

work-

at the

mad*

papular

DIKII IN

1*0

Bluehlll

MELVIN C HOBr.KTSON,

in which all her life had
and where her wholesome

ap»>nt,

Apply

‘vA-'A'^‘

M18HINU IN ACTION.

auddenly

how#

ai

Kiiawn'lh

wt

teiasu*.

Ororn.
WeterTilla

DONALD K ELDRIDOE.
a

Ltbe*M

KtlXF.D IN ACTION.

| geniality,

Secretary Glass, in discussing th*
pleas for th* newly organised Sav-

Mr. Smith outlined some features of
the peace program of the Red Cross, spoke
of the need of forming home nursing

This

war.

or

la

threugh Mrs T.
tar *r

room.

mously adopted the league of nations classes,

project,

secretary’s

the

foreshadowed

aiaacsmsat

condition of these people on returndeing to what was their former homes,
The railways last year earned about scribing among other things s forty-mile
on
$250,000,000 lee* than in the preoed belt through northeastern France
can grow on account of
ing twelvemonth. There was an In- which nothing
dicated increase of more than $80",- the effects of the gas.
Miss Newell stated that while no more
000,000 in operating expenses. The
knitting would be required for soldiers
was
of
1918
end
at
the
level
wage
and sailors, the ysrn on hand would now
mere than forty-five per cent higher
be largely used for knitting stockings for
than at the be-ginning of the year,
refugee children and shawls for women.
when the government assumed eon
New directions for these will soon be
The difference between the issued. For this reason the sale of yarn
trol.
net income received and nearly $900,- locally, as recently advertised bj the Red
•00,000 which the government guaran- Cross chapter, will continue only for the
The yarn in Ellsworth
tees to the roads indicates an esti- next five days.
at

agency

Wats. Secretary

titute

may be

ta

savings

tbs des-

pictured

she

wide

f*r

In

Men

John Oeier,
Perlej O Butler,

community

be*n
gev era meat

came

Tbe death of Mrs. Small is
tbe

...

Maine

Death has again smitten an
home, removing a young wife and mother.
Mary Hamilton, wife of Edward F. Small,
died early Saturday morning. Mrs. Small
had been in poor health aince the birth of
a
child, that lived but a day, two

t*

wanted
\\r OHK
in
aerate*.

Kurelcn and Home
Mate of Dead and Wounded.

SMALL.

F.

Ellsworth

the ttevecfimefit Awakewed

good

a

attendance, with representatives from surBoth speakers dealt
rounding towns.
with the changes in Red Cross work inSii rnnnths.16
One year.fi.st
a
S8 volved in the transition from s war to
Three months
Pour moDtbt.66
peace basis.
Single Copies. -68
Miss Newell emphasized the necessity
ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION. of hastening to completion the recent
sewing allotment of garments for French
Bnainrss eommunientions should be nd- and Belgian refugees. Btae explained the
drevned to. snd nil checks sod mosey orders
importance of making these garments
made pnynble to Tns Hancocs County Pubafter the plain style and pattern to which
Ltsnine Co., Ellsworth, Mstue.
these people were accustomed.

Land

*e

EDWARD

MS.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)

WKDNB8DAY, JANUARY 29,

CAMTAI-n l.l<*T.

OBITUARY.

WILL YOU SKW ?

Ellsworth American

NOTICE.

contracted with the City of Ells*
worth to support and care for those wno
may need assistance during five years begiB‘
ningJan. I, m&, and are legal residents of
Ellsworth, I forbid all persons trusting ib«®
on my account, as there is
plenty of room **»«
accommodations to care for them at the Oil J
F»rm house.
Akthub B. Mitch.l.-

HAVING

When the mailorder house finds

a

town whose local merchants do not ad'

vertise, it fattens its catalogue mails'll
Uet.

occurring in Ellsworth during 1918,
given at last birthday:

NECROLOGY.
DEATHS W HANCOCK COUNTY DURING EAST YEAR.

POR PAST TEN
m,,*B THAW AVKRAOE
IW El.LflDR ATHS
YR. Rfl Liar OP
WORTH POR THE TEAR.

below ■ table
American print*
deatha occurring
'bowing the number of
county during the year 1918.
THE

Hancock

from return* mad*
This list ia compiled
and nearly all tha
bf the town darks,
war* reported in The American

d„th»
the occurrence,
|d0o alter
Comptriaoo of last year’* record with
ten yeara ahow*
tboee of the preceding
number of death* laat year,
tbat the total
tor
*24 ii moch more than the average
year*, which ie 680 9.
The following leble shows th« nnmher
record for lest
0t death* and the old-age
hom

tairand

the

preceding

Whole No.
90S
|tti
802
,$9
800
„,0
684
U,!
681

„,■>

ten

70 to 80

veare:

80

to

90

Over 90

120

84

12

111

62

11

108

91

17

148

79

12

128

71
61

mi

with

•Re

Jan

2, Mrs. Harriet Phillips, 78.
8, Hurry Sargent, 66.
IS, George F Haskell, 75.
15, Mrs Edwsrd S Jackson, 65
16, Mrs. Adelaida Kmersou, 77.
16, Edward Ga. land, 68.
17, Augustus J Sargent, 79.
19, Robert O Maddocks, 3 days.
24, Raymond W McCarthy, 27.
Feb 1, David J Lyman, 73.
2. Daniel Welch, 66.
9, Galen Maddocks, jr, 61.
14, Charles Whitmore, 85.
27, Mrs William Roysl, 41.
Mar 3, Mrs. Moses Cottle, 73.
3, Elisabeth A Jsllison, 87.
B, George E PiSeld, 63.
17, Mrs H O Davis, 71.
19, Mrs Mercy T Moore, 86.
23. Shirley Sargent, 16.
29, Charles J Treworgy, 73.
30, Sabin O Hardison, 71.
Apr 2, Mrs Ephraim Murcb, 57.
10, F.rvin W Carter, 4B.
13, William Garland, 44.
20, Lewis A Joy, 80

21, Isaac Jordan, 89.
21, Mrs Webster Woodbury, 56.
12
22, Henry M Brown, 74.
8
23, Miss Annie E Cousins, 19.
7
25, Miss Nancy M Dutton, 79.
18
May 1, Perry S Bowden, 81.
11
3, Mrs Louisa J Backus, 80.
18

188
680
126
56
640
Hit
97
164
»1
1915
138
78
661
1916
135
73
660
19,7
118
71
6
824
,9,8
The following ia a record of death* in
Haucock county during the year 1918, by
town*, with the record tor last year given
The record ia approxi(or comp*ri»on.

5,
16,
16,
30,
June 5.
6,
8,
15,

Mrs Leo

J Ward well. 34.

Kincaid, 87.
Bertha Gray, 16 days.
Mrs George L Monroe, 50Mrs Catherine Grindetl, 75
care
been
taken to
having
William J Drummey, 57.
correct,
Mrs Harriet V Higgins, 86.
verify the deatha a* printed from week to
weekinTHH AMERICAN, with record* a*
Clyde A Bunker, infant.
returned at the close of the year by the
21, Mrs L E Treadwell, 44.
town clerics.
July S, Mrs Margaret E Doyle, 60.
1917
1918
14, Miss Mary A Hurley, 32.
1
1
Amherst.
14, Mrs Alvah Schoppe, 44.
1
1
Aurort.
21, Arno W King, 62.
34
23
Bluebili.
29, Mrs Grace M White, 30.

Iuiately

Brooklm.

7

22

Bucksport.

41

40

Brooksville.•.
Castine.
Cranberry Isles.
Dedham.
Deer Isle.....

8

East brook.
Bar Harbor...
Btlswortb.

I

9

5
4
38

5
59
72

Albert S

29, Frank E White, 1 month.
1, George A Torrey, 62.
18
10, Miss Winifred M Doyle, 23.
11
14, Mrs Abbie F Frazier, 75.
8
25, David N Harden, 73.
3
28, Mrs Marian M Avery, 75.
27 Sept
4, Dorephus L Fields, 74.
4
3, Richard D Gray, 2 months.
83
5, Mrs Louisa 8 Kingsbury, 88.
97
11, Sidney P Stoekbndge, 77.
23
12, Mrs Malcolm W Tucker. 66.
18
15, Airs Alice E Kingsbury, 56.
9
16, Andrew P Duffee, 67.
8
25, Ernestine V Moore, 3.
1 Oct
5, Mason C Ray, 1.
18
8, Manse 1 B Young, 38.
19
9, John W Armstrong, 75.
1
10, William J McDonald, 27.
14
11, Samuel A Dow, 26.
24
12, Anthony Luchini, 16.
13
12, Frederick W Cowing, 6 hours.
38
14, Mrs Frank H Young, 32.
2
14, Thomas W Plait, jr, 25.
1
15, Frank C Crowley, 30.
12
16, Mrs Charles H Leland, 35.

Aug

AT REST BENEATH FLOWERS

HOW PLEASE THEM
As Girl Bemoaned, Men Are S«
Unreasonable!

|

Beautiful Conception of “Garden of
th« Brave" Above the Heroic
Doad In Franco.

|

s

"S'..

NO TONIC LIKE HOOD’S

}Vrn

l”,lre
r^?u

niark’ 1,1 f°?'
health-helping
®Xj
V*e

T*f.=-°ned n"d

*.a"y Pc?P,e.

■

tL

r‘' ?Tend

wS t,faitnr

Memorial

Ernest Snow of East Orland spent the
here.

That was a beautiful and moving
conception of Sir John Fraser’s spoken
at the Pilgrims' luncheon that the buri-

wood

Jan.

wife have returned
held

%ete

19,

*t

and

tbe

Private El-

for

Thomas McDonald and wife of

formerly of this place,

Dorothy Varnum
spent the week-end in Bock sport.
Miss Blanche Mayo arrived Saturday,
after spending a week at her home in
Milo.

al lands of the war In France should
b# made gardens of flowers.
In bis
eloquent words:
Condemnation Rather Than
v
“I would like to see—and I do see
Thankfulness.
I sometimes In my vision—the flowers
of America growing over where lie so
There was an unhappy pucker In
the forehead of the girl in the leather- I many of your gallant sons.
“1
know
will be mighty
there
ette coat as »lie said, “Men are cerstretches of fleur-de-lls marking the
tainly the most unreasonable beings!"
sleeping place of lJJOU.OUO brave
"Marvelous discovery," commented
Frenchmen. 1 would like to see the
the one in the brown fur as she conblooms of Belgium nodding over the
veyed the contents of her tray to the
graves where brave Belgians sleep, and
not overly dainty cafeteria table.
"I
1 know that out there I would like to
see I might as well listen, so
get It
aea a mighty avenue of maple trees,
off your mind."
all glorious with their crimson and
"You remember," said the leatherwith their gold, telling the place where
ettod one. "1 told you Saturday about
the Canadians rest, and there will be
having so much money to take care
mighty masses of the wonderful Ausof at the office at closing time? Well.
tralian wattle showing where the AusSaturday night robbers broke Into the
tralians are sleeping; yes, and I know
office safe. The night watchman heard
that out there, too, will be great
them, hut while he was flourishing his
sheaves of green, the shamrock coverpistol at them and ordering them to
let for the brave Irish; and there will
hands up* they beat him up and got
be roses everywhere, the white rose
away."
and red rose, the roses of Old England,
"With all that money?" moaned
of Lancaster and of York, telling
th*» now Interested Miss Brown Fur.
where 500.000 brave Englishmen lie.
"Walt!"
commanded
Leatherette.
“Perhaps out la that Garden of the
"The watchman called up the manaBrave I would come across stretches of
ger of our branch and
the police.
heather, beuutlful gold-purple heather.
Then >|r. Giles, the manager, sent for
I would know there were Scotsmen
me the first thing Sunday morning. He
buried there. There would be playing
asked me how much money I had
—I would hear the sound of the pipes,
taken in Saturday after banking hours,
for the pipes always play where dead
f told him a little over $2,000.
He
Scotch soldiers lie; that Is the vision
turned sort of creamy looking. They
that conies to me.”
were
all standing there—policeman,
There would be many American symdetectives, the bandaged watchman
bols to Join the pageant—goldenrod,
and my boss—looking at that empty
California
poppies, the wild rose,
money drawer in the safe as though
among the rest.
Certainly no more
they were waiting for it to ‘Speak up.
glorious and fitting memorial could be
Ike, an’ \spress yourself.’
imagined than such fields of mingled
“‘Did you want that money now,
beauty.—New York Tribune.
Mr. Giles?’ I asked, not appreciating
all the gloom of the situation.
Regular, Hours Now.
“‘Want It!’ he roared, and they all
"Judge, lie hasn't worked for about
looked at me with that expression
six months," testified an elderly womwhich says. *The poor girl has gone
an in an
court

Indianapolis

Bernice

service*

Sunday,
M. Young.

church

Clark high school will open to-day for
the winter term.
Misses

Cousins and

home.

PENOBSCOT.

Act Which 8aved the Firm Large Sum
of Money Brought Forth Stern

dippy.’

TRENTON.

Eugene

week-end

Batb,

receiving

are

con-

gratulationa on tk* birth of a aoo.
Miaa Isabel Marshall of Bar Harbor
•pent Saturday and
Vara Googins.

Sunday

with

Mi*a

Word has been received from Private

Colby Ward well has received his die- Inland Hopkins and Hannon Homer of
charge from the army, and returned from the A. E. F. It had been ten weeks since
they had been beard from.
Camp Devena.
J. B. Sellers and wife

Sedgwick Sunday by

Jan. 27.

called to
sudden illness

were

the

W.
BOHR.

Mrs. Sailers’ mother, Mrs. Allen.
Mrs. Cilia Hutchins, who has been in
the heme of Charles Hutchins this winter, has gone to Brewer, where the has
of

GRIEVE—At Bluebill, Jan 21. to Mr and Mrs
Thomas Grieve, Jr. a daughter.
KELLBY—Al Hours west Harbor. Jan 16, te
Mr and Mrs Thomas N Kelley, a daughtf r.

employment.

MAURI Kb.

Mrs. M. A.

Wardwell, A. G. M. of
Gsstine Thursday evening,
Jan 22, to install officers of 8. K. Whiting
chapter, O. E. S. She waa assisted by
Mrs. Nells Bridges of Penobscot chapter
as grand marshal.
Maine,

went to

COLSON —SOUTHARD—At Great Pond, Jan
18. by A R Mace. esq. Miss Bertha LOolsoo,
of Great Food, to Derwin G Southard, of
Alton.
GRANT-MOO RE-At Bucknport, Jan 22. ty
Rev Henry W Webb, Mrs Araleua R Grant
to Rben Baker Moore, both of Bncksport.
JOHNSON—DELANO—At Bncksport. Jan 22,
by Rev William Forsyth, Miss Jeasie M
Johnson, of Portland,to Fred W Delane, of
Yerona.

Watson Perkins received a telegram Satfrom his son Norman announcing
his safa arrival in New Jersey from over-

urday

seas. He has been in France since a year
ago last September. He will go to Camp
Merritt for a time before receiving bis dis-

f»IKI>.
BICKFORD
At Weat Goo Idaho ro, Jan 23,
Ralph Bickford.
BLODGETT—At West Brooksville, Jan 2§.
Edson Buker. sou of Mr and Mrs Charles K
Blodgett, aged 16 years, 8 months, 22 days.
DUNHAM—At Franklin, Jan 19, Neville O.
son of Mr and Mrs Lloyd Dunham, aged 1
year,
month, 7 days.
DUNHAM—At Ellsworth, Jan 27. George W
Dunham, aged 45 years.
EATON—At Little Deer Isle, 'Jan 24, George
Eaton.
GRAY—At Bangor. Jan 26. Mrs Ella Dunham
Gray, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 48 years.
HUMPHREY—At Swan's Island, Jan 18, Mrs
Eva Humphrey.
HIGGINS—At West Eden, Jan 20, Colburu
Higgins, aged 46 years, 7 months. 20 days.

charge.
The many friends here cf William
York of West Penobscot will be sorry to
learn that be was obliged to submit to a
serious surgical operation at the home of
bis son Ernest, Sunday night.
Mr. York
is ninety-five years of age, and at present
is the proud holder of the gold-beaded
cane given to the oldest man in town.
All here hope for his recovery.

Installation

of

officers

Penobscot

of

chapter O. E. S., was held at masonic hall,
Tuesday evening, Jan. 21. Mrs. Nella
Bridges, P. M., installing officer, did her
work in

most creditable

a

[Corrected]

KEMP—At Waltham, Jan 26. Dora, wife of
William H Kemp, aged 49 years
MOORE—At Dedham, Jan 28, Wilbur Moore.
STOVER—At Sorrento. Jan 22. Leroy J Stover. aged 27 years, 9 months. 20 days.
SMALL—At Ellsworth, Jan 25, Mrs Edward F
Small, aged 32 years. 5 months. 22 days.
SPENCER At Togas, Jan 27 Alba W Spencer, of Ellsworth, aged 72 years. 6 months,

She

manner.

assisted by Mrs. Belva Wardwell as
Miss Jeanette Sellers at the
marshal,

was

piano,

and Mrs. Ruth Smith

as chaplain.
W., Mrs. Kate Wardwell;
W.P., Dr. M.A. Wardwell; A. M., Mrs.
Una Bridges; secretary, Mrs. Carrie Perkins; treasurer, Mrs. Susie Perkios; conductress, Mrs. Nellie Perkins; chaplain,
Mrs. Ruth Smith;
marshal, Mrs. Belvs
Wardwell; organist, Miss Jeanette Sellers;
Adah, Mrs. Eleanor Perkins; Rath, Mrs.
Annie Hutchins;
Esther, Mrs. Mirths
Sellers; Martha, Mrs. Della Grindle;
Electa, Mrs. Jennie Bridges; warder, Miss
Luella Snowman; sentinel, James C. Per-

Officers:

recently.

She was testifying ugalnst her son. age
14
Franklin..
“Then I had to explain that I had
seventeen, who had been arrested on a
23
locked the safe Saturday night before
(iouldsboro.
charge of vagrancy.
16
I had taken care of the money in the I
Hancock.
“Ilow does he spend his leisure
7
Lamoine.
till.
I was in a hurry ’cause Clyde
time?” asked the prosecutor.
2
Maritville.'...
was
waiting to meet me at closing
"Sleeping.” was the reply.
15
Mt. Desert.
time and so l Just slipped all that
When the boy took the stand he
28
Orland.
money into an envelope and stuck il
denied that he had been out of em1
Otis.*.
in the filing cabinet.
ployment for six months and said his
13
Penobeoot.
“So there on Sunday morning I took
mother had erred as to the length of
17
the money out of the envelope and
Sedgwick.
time, as the last work he did was
16
Surry.
handed It over to Mr. Giles. He count“altout four and one-half months ago.”
28
Sloniogton.
ed It and they all feasted their eyes
“How many hours a duy do you
23
Sullivan...
on It as a father gazes upon a
long
sleep?” asked Judge Pritchard, to
2
Sorrento*...
lost son.”
which the defendant replied that he
14
Southwest Harbor.
“Haven’t you omitted the point as
didn't sleep all the time, but just when
Swan's Island.
10
23
to man’s unreasonableness?”
16, Archie E Reynolds, 28.
he felt like It.
15
20
Tremont.
17, Florence M Richmond, 1.
“No. I anft Just coming to that.” re“Ever been in Jail?” said the Judge.
14
5
Trenton.
20, Mrs Charles H Pettingill, 33.
sponded Leatherette. “This morning
"No.”
5
5
Verona.
25, Morris H Sargent, 15.
Mr. Giles called me Into his office and
“Well, they have regular hours over
3
Waltham.
1
26, Harold G Crossmau, 19.
told me that if I could not be more
there and I believe regular hours plus
Winter Harbor.
9
7
27, Mrs Augusta Oraffam, 77.
careful with the firm’s money he
a few days' work on the roads will do
.No. 33 Plantation.
0
1
29, John E Morse, 34.
would feel obliged to discharge ine.”
I will fine you $15 and
you good.
5
1
Long Island Plantation....
30, Mrs Hollis E Demmons, 29.
costs, and you can pay it out in Jail.”
No. 21 Plantation.
1
1
30, Madeline Card, 13.
Early Trench Journals.
Nov
1, Mrs Charles E Jones, 52.
There is a very long list of these
No Wonder.
559
624
3, Fred M Alley, 37.
early trench Journals, the majority of
At a recent county institute in Indi•Not verified.
7, Mrs Charles L Mitchell, 42.
which have been collected by Mr.
ana one of the teachers made an anTbe above list does not include residents
H, Patrick Ford, 82.
Charles de la Ronciere, who has deof tbe county dying at sea or away from
nouncement.
At the close she said:
10, Capt John Q Adams, 74.
posited them at the Rlbliotheque Na“If any one has any objections to this
borne, but ooly deaths actually occurring
15, Charles H Small, 1 day.
tional in Paris for the benefit of the
ib tbe town reporting.
plan of mine let him do as the Bible
16, Calvin P Googins, 68.
future historians of the war. They insays: ‘Either speak now or hold his
Following is a list of nonagenarians in
25, Ernest L Haynes, 43.
clude Le Petit Echo du Eighteenth
Hancock county, who have died during
peace forever.’
Dec
5, Mrs Frances A Hawes, 70.
d’infanterie
Regiment,
territorial,
the year, given in order of their ages:
A little teacher, whose years in the
S
82.
Mrs
Lizzie
Salsbury,
6,
which was very artistically edited by
schoolroom numbered 31, smiled slightMrs. Sidney C. Bunker, Cranberry Isles,
6, Mrs Ralph E Cunningham, 28.
Huhuet and autographed in
Corporal
ly as ske turned to the person next her.
Aug. 2, aged 94 years, 3 months, 2 days.
10, Madelina Whitcomb, 1.
many colors; L'Kchu des Tranchees.
“That Isa’t In the Bible, is it?” she
Mrs. Jane B. Shaw, Hurry, Sept. 26, aged
15, Frank H Jordan, 70.
the editor of which was the famous j asked, and then finished:
“It does
92 years, 7 months, 20 days.
21, Kverard H Greely, 86.
short story writer. Paul Reboux, and
sound familiar, but not exactly ns if it
Mrs. Hannah A. Herrick, Pouthwest Har25, Patrick H Shea, 60.
which contained articles and poems by
came from that book."
bor, Aug. 4, aged 92 years, 2 months,
27, Mrs. Albert E Foster, 51.
such writers as Poincare and Rostand.
This person laughed. "Why, that’s
U day*-.
The following Ellsworth people died
Theodore Botrel and Henri de RegMiwj Nancy Irish, Castine, April 17, aged
j from the wedding ceremony,” she rethe
from
home
during
year:
away
nier; and the Echo du Ravin, the or80 y®tra, 6 mouths, 18 days.
plied.
gan of the Firty-first chasseurs, which
7, Mrs. Daniel E. Loweree, 38, at
The little teacher was quick to reJ®*p*r N. Sargent, Hargeotville, March 7, Jan
boasted of a private wire connecting
East Parsonsfleld.
“No wonder none of us here
tort :
»«ed 90 years, 3 months, 1 day.
the office with abroad—the barbed
11, John W. Reed, 58, at Orono.
Mrs. Mary
recognized It then." she laughed.
Bruce, Sullivan, Feb. 8,
Mar 11, Charles A. Smith, 66, at Everett. ! wire reaching right up to the trenches
•ted 90 years.
of the Boches.
May 13, Miss Henrietta Adams, 76, at
Signaled for Fifty-Six Hours.
UHATH8 IN BLUlWORTH.
Bangor.
It Is the eternal vigilance of the sailThe tetal number of deaths in Ellsworth
A Long Wait.
4, Harry F. Moor, 50, at Fairfield.
Aug
his unflagging faithor of our ships,
,n 1918
was 97, which ia 26 more than the
This story is well known in the
Sept 9, Mrs. Amanda A. Ray, 64, at Portfulness to duty, his steadfastness to
preceding year, and 30.8 more than the
land.
hut
somehow
the
soldiers
have
camps,
his detail, his bound-to-wln spirit that
,ver*ge of the preceding ten years, which
28, Edward K. Hopkins, 80, at Island
managed to keep It to themselves. On has made him the man to be counted
i8 06.2.
Falls.
a certain part of the British line—so
on every time and all the time.
Die following table shows the number
30, John r. Haynes, jo, ai nosiuu.
the story runs—information was leakThere was a young man serving as a
deaths in Ellsworth for the past eleven Oct
Fort
at
J.
Albert
Dorgan,
20,
3,
ing out, and a special reward was of- signal man on a ship that had gone
years:
the
N.
Y.
service.)
(In
Hamilton,
j fered for the capture of the spy. The aground. With his waving flags he
Whole 70 to 80 80 to 90 Over 90
6, Harry E. Flood, 30, at Bangor.
soldiers took up the hunt keenly, and
was tnlking the silent language of the
No.
at
Fort
Bliss,
H.
years.
years.
years.
Hunt,24,
17, Milford
one night while a member of a patrol
The lives of
for help.
1908
87
16
8
5
the
Tex.
El Paso,
service.) j was out in No Man’s land he entered ships, calling
(In
1909
hundreds of men, the safety of his ship
82
18
8
1
at
27, Ex-Senator Eugene Hale, 82,
ruin and discovered
a shell-shattered
1910
depended on him.
68
19
H
3
Washington, I). C.
wrinkled old man whose clothing
a
W1
For f>6 hours of unbroken duty—sev71
20
11
2
at
Bangor.
31, Carl W. Leighton, 37,
was all rags and tatters.
"Got
at
you
en ordinary working days—he remain"
12
9
2
Sept 25, Blanchard W. Maddoeks, 25, at last I” said fhe soldier. “Come out ed at his
post, scanning the sea and
3
■MM
Camp Devens. (In the service.) | of It, you old blighter; you’re the man
with unerring skill handling his sig“
16
11
1
in England.
C.
William
25,
Dodge,
Nov
1,
95
1915
that’s been spying on us for Jerry, are
»l
nals.
22
2
(In the service.)
«
you?” The old man vigorously proAnd he was a country boy—from
12
Arrard DeWitt. (Killed in action
9,
tested that he was a patriotic French72
Oklahoma.—Great I-akes Bulletin.
19
i
I'
in
France.)
m
“I’ve been here since 1870,” he
man.
97
a
o
10
26, John Higgins, 74, at Togus.
°
said, “and I haven’t been relieved yet.”
°W1°K ** a complete list of deaths
Couldn’t Find Him.
Dec 12, Harold E. Moore, 25, at Bar Har—Manchester Guardian.
Japanese bellboys at a Seattle hotel
bor. (In the Bervice.)
In fact too polite to ask
are polite.
8ofcnufiwr*e:;*
29, A. Hutson Duffee, 28, at Chelsea,
a gentleman to repeat anything when
The Change.
Mass. (In the service.)
he speaks to them. So when a busy
“Times shore change,” philosophically said Gap Johnson of Rumpus Ridge. clerk said, “Boy, sign light," meaning
to turn on the lights in the front of
“Just tuther day, as it were, nobody
Real “Handy Man.”
the building, the boy rushed to the
in pertickler If a felthought
anything
Sarsaparilla For a Time like Thie,
A Tasmanian jack of all trades
counter, picked up a tray with a card
ler took a demijohn to church under
After
Influenza, the Grip,
claims that he is a hairdresser, tobacon it and went through the lobby and
the back sent of his wagon, and after
conist, cycle repairer, electrical certisorter tiresome
dining room crying:
blood, rebuilt strength ficated engineer, certificated marine en- the sermon had grown friends
Call
“Mr. Signlight, Mr. Signlight.
outside
winked a few of his
ated bowels are essential.
and
for
the
Derwent,
organist
gineer
Jn the
after-effects of influenza, choirmaster, stencil cutter, fretworker, to help him lap It up and fool around for Mr. Signlight."
He reported that “Mr. Signlight"
and swap horses and mebby fight a
KnP and other prostrating dis....
billiard hall keeper, proprietor circucould not be found.
little in a general way. But now, by
8 SarsaParilla has reof
the
is
luauuger
lating library, and
markable
grit, if he even smells of patent medieffect.
local town hall.
Could Do No More.
8
cine on u week day he’s got to produce
poisons
that
have
vrc.k
Private Isaac Mycrcft of the Leithe omenlck and p'lnt out the place
del,Icte<i
the blood,
''
Chance for Trade in Japan.
cestershire regiment, who has recentwhur it says he’s got the deadly disJ Pallor, anemia, flabby flesh
»nd, lux muscles. It
The native Japanese door slides on
ease that he claims to have taken the
is the standard
ly been reported killed, was wounded
”
This is
six times and gassed once.
with a successful rec- a rail or track, and is said to answer
retrledy
medicine for.”—Kansas City Star.
or ) of
ord
alt purposes, but despite the fact that
all that is known of Private Myeroft’s
nearly fifty years.
the
is
scheme
perfectly satisfactory
n<md a fine, gentle,
record in the army, but It is enough.
A Revised Reply.
the importation of door hinges is inJ cathartic i» these
Six times wounded and six times
She—Am I the first girl you ever
trying times.
are
The Japanese
very
Hood’8 Pllls- >mod in creasing.
kissed?
patched up and sent buck Into the
of
the
methl<'8’ and e(lually effec- ready to ado^t almost any
Wasn't I In France
He—Gosh no!
firing line, and at last to die, still fighttiie with delicate
ti'e
women or robust ods or Implements which come from
ing—surely no man could do more i—
the day the armistice was signed?—
men. Easy to
take, easy to operate. the western world.
London Times.
From Stars and Stripes, France.

:«

COUNTY NEWS

kins.

Ice-cream and assorted cakes

served.
and

W.

16

Attomi&mnus

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

were

High Grade Granite and Marble

was semi-public,
pleasantest meetings

The installation
of the

was one

Monuments, Tablets aad Markers

of the winter.

Woodlocke.

Jan. 27.

days.

TEMPLE—At Prospect Harbor. Jan 24, Mrs
Phoebe C Temple, aged 8u years

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

HULL’S COVE.
Miss Maria

Hamor

in Bar Har-

visited

bor last week.
Mhere

are

several

cases

of influenza here.

Get the new 750-page, well-illuatrated

authentic

Edgar Higgins has pneumonia.

Ludolph Hodgkins of Eden has bought
Joseph Wood place here.
Gus Kngman cut his leg quite badly
one day last week while chopping in the
the

Bound in

woods.
Ernest Wilcomb is
again with his
family here, having received his honorable
discharge from the army.

Higgins

Oscar

past week, having been badly
No bones
coasting accident.
broken, and he is again able toattend

house

the

hurt in
were

has been confined to the

a

school.

Milton Arey has returned from Boston,
he attended the Now England

where

poultry

show. He

was

fortunate

very

getting three blue ribbons, besides
second, third and special prizes.
Rev.

Mr.

Harding

tbis parish, and

Mrs.

the

new

Harding,

in

of the World War"

“History

Strong Cloth, $2.75

Bound in full Kraft Leather, $3.75

Send three orders of either style, and
the sender will receive a copy absolutely free. At your request, a prospectus will be inrwarded you, which will
give you an accurate idea of just what
Hisyou are to receive. Get your
tory of the World War” at once,
as this offei is for a limited lime only.
Good
Hepresentatives also wanted.
commission. Write at once.

some

rector
have

DURBAWOOD COMPANY

of
ar-

Box 754

are well settled in the rectory.
Harding is taking charge in Bar Harbor during Mr. Patterson’s vacation, after
which there will be regular servicei here.

rived and
Mr.

Serenus

Higgins

and wife returned Sat-

urday from Boston, where they have spent
several dayB.
Their son Earl came from
New York to meet them for
Earl

going

been

has

and has
to

in

a

France the

short

Maine

Bangor,
■

United States Railroad Administration

visit.

past year,

W. G. McADOO. Dirtctw Giatral of Ratroids

developed tuberculosis. He is
a naval hospital in Colorado for
Corrected to

treatment.

Jan. 27.

Anne.

November

It,

1918.

BAR HARBOR TO

Music’s Value in Home.
Music Is so generul in its inspiring
appeal to our better emotions that we
cannot afford to neglect its cultivation
in tile home.
Few mothers realize the
importance of training and association
in this direction. One ventures to say
|
Hiat many men and women have been
i
to right living and accom
: impelled
plishment of high ideals by the intangible strain of music that runs like a
bright thread of sentiment through the
stress of busy days.
Mechanical piano
players and other ingenious musical
devices threaten less personal partici
patlon in a onetime pleasure.

j

BANGOR.

M l| P M
PM
t9 45' f4 25.
Sorrento..ll 4 5a
'A

Bar

Harbor..lv.

Mt Desert

Fy

lv.!fio

Waukeag, S Fy.
Hancock.
Franklin Road.I
Wash’gt’n June.

Deep Sea Stuff.
He looked her oar and asked her
to sail the sea of matrimony wdth him.
When she said O. K. (or words to that
efTeet) they launched out with a little
A wave of color swept over
smack.
her cheeks and her eyes swam in tears.

f5

40
5 47
5 50

f6 57.
6 17.
6 24.
6 ‘29.
f6 43

Nicolin.(M 32!
Green Lake.Ml 43
6M.
Phillips Lake... fll 62 f7 (*0.
McKeuzie’s. .i f7 02
Holden.
12 011
7 (8.
Brewer June.
12 24
7 29
Bangor.ar.M2 80 f7 35
p m I P M
Portland.ar. t5 661 *1 05.

(I.

Boston via
Portsmouth

ar.
t9 25 I *4 50
via.ll.
Dover ar.fU Oil!.

Boston

1

One Reason Girls Steal.
This bit of philosophy of a reformed
girl thief was contained in an article
in the People's Home Journal on the
“A girl
value of the probation law:
can no more live without a few pleasures and pretty possessions than she
Take it from me,
can without food.
girls don't want to steal. If they knew
how to earn things for themselves,
they wouldn't be bud. Some day there’ll
be a way found for girls to earn what
they need before they get into trouble,
not after.
Then the whole world’ll be
different.”

804

10 36'
to 391
10 47
ll 03,
Ellsworth.; u 11
Ellsworth Falls..rfu 17

P

M

A

M

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
I

I V

M

A

M

...
Boston via
Portsmouth lv1. *9 00
Boston via
Dover lvi.
t2 4u.

..

AM

AM

Portland.lv. 112 25 110 05
Bangor.lv. T5 30 t3 IS.
6 37
8 21.
Brewer June.
5 59
8 42.
Holden.
McKenzie’s. (6 04
Phillips Lake. ffi 06 f8 50
6 16
4 00
Green Lake.
Nicolin. (6 26 (4 10
6 39
4 28
Ellsworth Falls.
6 47
4 3£.
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June. 7 02 4 45
Franklin Road. (7 ll (4 52
6 90
7 20
Hancock.
7 24
5 08
Waukeag, K Fy.
Mt Desert Fy ar. t7 80
10.
••••

Sullivan.ar
Sorrento.
ar
Bar Harbor
..

*

..

t7 50
8 0.
8 55
t6 05
AM
PM

f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, t Daily, except Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
Federal Manager.
M. L. HARRIS.
General Passenger Agent.
Portland. Maine.
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NEWS

COUNTY

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Winfield Norwood and family recently
returned from Boston, w here they spent
several months.

F. I. Phillips aad wife have moved into
Harbor
their house near the Northeast
nurseries for ihe remainder of toe winter.
The Federated Sunday school will hold
its session- in the vfasonic building until
farther n*.: e on Sunday morn tags at
10.45.
Harbor friends of

The many Northeast

Clement regret her recent
li*rbor. Mrs. Clement was

Mrs- Ve».ta S
death *t S

u

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

HOME WITH WAR HONORS

i

Fred
week

VINOL REMOVES
THE CAUSE OF
CHRONIC COUGHS

Jan. 20.

few

Fred 8:*; ie«» hn.s returned from Fort
Williams, Purtlaud, having received an
Honorable

Jali. 2(.

Mi

recently.

Philadelphia

Manchester at

They

were

Manchester’s

Mr.

American cemetery on a beautiful hillside
where the morning sunshine can spread its
first rays of light and warmth. Each grave
is marked with a small green cross, which
has on it the identification tag. name, rank,
etc. Each boy is buried iu a very nice coffin,
and under our dear stars aud stripes. The
services at the grave ore conducted by our
chaplain. I a a sure it would be a treat
comfort to each mother to know that every
wish that is possible is carried out. fs far as
time and accommodations will allow. This
little cemetery is near a little town named
Razaitiies Sur Meuse, and about three miles
from a larger town, Xeufcbateau. iu the central part of France
I am sure you will be
able to b cate it on your map.
These dear boys are surely wonderful, and
brave soldiers, but I feel that the mothers
who gave so much to their country deserve
a great share of credit. Tor it is truly easier to
give one's self than one's loved ones. It is
sued a relief now to know it is all over, aud
the time is only short until we will all be
back home again; a happy hut sal time for
all, we realize.
I am sorry I caunot do more to make your
sorrow lighter
Trusting this little letter
will give you the information you desire, and
as a mother of one of those brave boys, I
wist you God’s blessing.

by tbe deaths of Mr. and

made sad

been

influenza.

victims of

occurred

death

on

Monday, Jan. 13, at the age of thirty-two
Mrs. Manchester
died
years and
next day, aged twenty-four years.
E.

Frank

Manchester

the

born

was

at

Cambridge, Mass., the son of Manson and
Flora Brown Manchester. His parents

place

moved to this

when

he

about

was

spent the
being held
greater part
in tbe highest respect and esteem by all
five

of

age, and be
of his life here,

years

who knew

him.

was

Harbor

Northeast

the

He

a

member

of

lodge,

Masonic

where his presence will be missed. Tne
town has lost a good citizen and friend,
ind every resident
his life is at an end.

deeply regrets

that

Besides bis parents,
he is survived by a daughter, Lettie, two
brothers, Charles of this place and Russell,

expeditionary
France; two sisters. Filena and
of this place.

who is with the American
forces in
Blanche

Hardison Manchester was born
in Walth-’m, tbe daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Hardison. No higher tribute
Leota

paid

be

can

that she
and

to her memory than to state
a loving wife and mother,

Elizabeth Freeman.

was

citizen

a

Very sincerely,

because

who

of

honored

was

FKANKLLV

by all

her

personality. She is
survived by her daughter, parents, ana
two brothers, Newell, who is in France,

icbools

Tbe funeral

services

Mary’s

parish

were

held

house

at

the

chapel

on

lice

was

also read

the

over

remains

was

Mrs.

of

|

WEST THE MONT.
a

short

now employed
George Wallace; McKinley.

by
1

S. C. Webster bas had bis stable moved
from his house down near his store.
The next meeting of the ladies’ aid
ciety will t>e with Mrs. Alton Pomroy.
will be the annual

fell

and

received

a

It

meeting.

!

the bouse.

as

usual.

surrounded

by a profusion of beautiful blossoms from friends
far and near, the loved one was borne to
her resting-place in the family
lot, Bay
View cemetery, where only a few
days
before the father was tenderly
placed.
Harry Hardison was out Saturday forein the

truder between the eyes. She fell
racks. He soon discovered a

B.

November the Holiday Month.
November is the popular holiday
month, 26 of the 30 being held as holidays by some of the different countries. May comes next with 25 holiday

The W. T. I. society met Jan. 23 with
Mrs. W. H. Lunt. It was a good attenOfficers elected:

President, Mrs.
O. A.Tolman; vice-president, Mrs. Otis
Walls; secretary and treasurer, Airs. W. ;
da vs
B. Robbins;
committee on work, Mrs.
George W. Lunt, Mrs. L. W. Rumill, Mrs.
F. W. Lunt;
solicitors, Mrs. Letitia
Sprague, Mrs. W. H. Lunt, Mrs. O. H.
Ingalls, Mrs. John W. Pomroy.
Jan. 27.
Thelma.

Mrs. B.
wfcoee

son

France,

LETTER

FROM NURSE.

of

West Tremont,

Herbert died

in the service in

B.

as

Reed

previously reported,

has

ceived the following letter from the
who

was

at his bedside

clouiri&tnitntfc

When you feel that your
stomach, liver or blood is
out of order, renew their
health by taking

re-

nurse

:

Baunb, France, Dec. 13,1918.
My Dear Mm. Reel:
Your letter received to-day, and I hasten to
give you what little information I know
about your son. He had been to the front,
although I do not remember now which
places, bat he came from there to us, and was

BEEOiAM’S
PILLS

Urtwt Sale of Amy Medicine Li the WotidL
Sold everywhere.

In boxee, iOc.. 2Sc.

A WONDERFUL

MEDICINE
—TT

Rundown

to

“T am pleased to recommend
as
it was beneficial in
IVruua
health when 1 was
restoring
all ran down from overwork and
nervous worry and was unable to
take up my^ regular work. A
friend recommended Peruna and
said he was sure that it would
restore my strength. I soon found
that I was getting better and in
1 was
a little over two months
able to resume my duties with
It
r« nerved vigor and strength.
certainly is a wonderful medicine
to vitalise the system.”
For Sale K very where

To Vitalize
the

System

His letter opposite leaves little
doubt of his faith in Peruna.
or

g

very

Mildred Ford, who has be* n athigh school in Boston, is home.

Ron Hodgkins has gone to North
to spend the remainder of the
ibier with her sister, Mrs. Fred Grover.
Mmi

Levi A him* and bride of M idtson are
visiting bis cousin, Mrs Shiriev Hodgkins. Mr. Adams has receive 1 his honorable discharge from Camp Devens.
Jan 20.
Abe.

r[,h’K

following

matters

having

been

pre

A. semed tor the action thereupon herein
af.er in. tested, it is h*-iehv or’e ed
That
I not Ice thereof he given to a’l person* litter
fsied. by causing a copy of this order tone
weeks successive y in He
! published Hirer
Ellsworth An.erican, *
newspaper published
*l Ellsworth, in said countv. thst
they may
sppea* at a orobs’e * ourt to b*
he*d at K Is
wort
on
the lour b day of Fe .rusry. a. d.
91# at ten ot the ciock in the f-rcncon.
sud be beard thereon if they see cause.

this!

Lane's Cold & Grip Tatflets

Charles E

Heskell. late of Deer late Ik »«M

••ai<. dec* a.-*d. together with pe llfon to
pr
ait bereot and icr t e appointment of ibe
executrix without giving bond, yr. vxinl o.
Kiuni.i V. Haskell, the exiecatrix tne t-iu

«med
( lara J. Edwards.
Sate of South Bunks
vine, in said county* d«ce- eo
A c* rtuin
I inan ooiei t purpor.mg to be the las; will and
tea aiuent of
*ud cerawl, together with
petition for proha.e thereof and tor me ap
pouiune. t ot ihe a in or without givtn*
Cun 1, pre cited by lairing B
Caon*t», the
executor therein named.
h verard H. Oreely. late of Ellsworth. in
said count;, deceased.
Petition s tint orvry
Ann tir-viv or s-mr o her
sni able person
be anpoin ed ad ml nisi raior of He estate ol
said dece »srd. with ut giving b -i,d. pr« *. n’rd
by Mary Auu Ureeiy, daughter ol »*.d di-

j

_|! (•ted, Ity

u

Tablet Form

•-

Barker Wardwell, late of Castine, in said
causing a copy of ihisorder 10 t>e
ublisbed three wteks succe*ai\ely in the county, dices*, d.
Petition that WiiJi.ru H.
dlswortb American, a ctw»pap<r publ shed I[ Hooper ir icra
o her
suitable p* r». ti t..t Ellsworth, in said county, that they m<y
ap; o.nted sdmin strator of the « stale o» said
at Ella
decersed.
ppear at a probate c< urt to c.e hel
pres, med ly Cmna Hooper,
Territory Provides Home in Former
t< rth,
on the eleventh dav of February, a.
daughter and btir ut-law ot a*m deceased.
Naval Barracks for Aged
c .1915# at ten of
the clock tu the fore:,ton
Kxra A. Over, late of Oouidsboio, in said
* nd be heard thereon i# they see cau e
Trail Blazers.
Petition that Leonard A.
! Cou.it). accented
Malison B. Joy, late of Hancock, in said
Bay or a* nir other suua. le person be apdt coast'd
< ounty,
A
certain miltUM* nt pointed aomiui-tr *tv>r of Ibe e- ate cl s.id
"3
Sitka, Alaska.—Alaska’s aged and 1 'ur, or; ing to be the last will and tPsiument deceased, presented by Abbie J Ov.fr, wiuow
>t tairt
t« gether with petition tor
Of asiu deceased.
disabled pioneers—men who helped j nobaiedeceased,
h« ?e«-f, prt—enud hy Lvdn G Joy.
Maitbs K. HirdI on. late of Surry, in said
blaze the first trails across the golden i « he eveeot ix therein namtd
Petition that Jauirs P.
county, deceaatd.
v;tne«.s BERTRAND K. CLARK. Judge of ( aiey or some other »uita‘ le person i»e ap
northland—always seeking hut seldom
at
said C. > rt
this seven* h
ELsworth.
poiiiUil i.dniiniA*raior of the estate of Raid
finding their elusive Eldorado—are
d
ceased, presented by Eiwiu F. Hamilton,
day oi J tnuury. in tte year of oor Lord
widower ot said dm eased.
cne thousand nine huudred and uineteen
cared for at the Alaska Pioneers’ home
!
Deborah Houston, Hiteof Buckspo-t in said
Rot C. Haines, Register.
at Sitka, the first capital of the terriA true copy.
county, deceased, heiition t:>ai Ulysses <»
At present there are G5 old
Houston or some other suitable per on be ap
At eat:—Roy C. Haines, Register,
tory.
pointed adnunlst.at *r of the euate of said
at
the
home.
“sourdoughs”
deceased, viuiouf giving bond, preseuted by
TATE OF .MAINE.
Gov. Thomas Riggs. .Tr.. of Alaska
Ulyssea (*. Houston, being an heir auu nexi of
kiu of s;;id dect ased.
Hancock sh.— At a probate court held at j
recently spent several days Inspecting
Caroline G. roster, late
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock. I
of Ellsworth, in
the home. He took several meals with
Maid county. d«c eed. Petition that Aloeri
n the seventh *.ay of January, in the year of
the men and talked with both the pisome other suitable person be
>ur
Ix>rd one thousand nine hundred and ! PI. Postep
the
1 uneteen.
estate of
appouticn a ruti i»tr »lor of
oneers and employees.
■ aio deceased, wi bout giving bond,
presented
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be |
Albert
c..
Buildings used by the home were
by
Poster, b .sbaud of said
a copy of the last will and testament of
barracks occupied by the United States t i.AKAH C WHEELWRIGHT, latefof C OHAS- deceased
Julia B. Alexander, late of Eden, now Bar
SET, in the county of NORFOLK, and
marines before 1811.
In 1913 the
Harbor, in said county, deceased
Petit.on
commonwealth of MASSACHUSETTS,
that Lela A. Anson or some other surah.e
buildings were turned over by the
person be
eceased, and of the probate thereof in said
appointed administrator of the
navy department to the department of
estate
not already
administered of
said
ommonwealth of Massachusetts, duly an
the Interior.
t henticated. having
been
presented to the deeeaa d, presented by said Lela A. Auson.
j jdge of pro bate for our said county of Han- a daughter and one of the heir* at-ltw of
ocktorthe purpose of being allowed, filed said deceased,t bar lea T- Alexander, a former
nd recorded in the probate court of our said administrator being now deceased.
ounty of Hancock and for letters teslaRuel R
Dorily, late of Hedgwick. in said
lentarv to issue to Mary J. Wheelwright and
Petition that Herbert 8.
county, deceased
B. Cabot, the executors, without giving
lenry
or
some other
suitable persou be
Doiity
St Louis Man Says He Had to “Stall
uretieson their bonds.
appointed administrator of the estate of
Wife” on Money Spent for
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all said deceased, presented by Mrs. Frames H
lersons interested therein, by publishing a
Dorily, widow, and Charles H. Dority, aon
Drinks.
opy of this order three weeks successively in of said deceased.
he Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed
Maud L. Harris, lste of Csstine, ia ssid
t Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior
county, deceased. Petilian that Harold 8.
St. Louis.—“I had to hand out some
o the fourth day of February, a. d. 1919, that
Babcock or some other suitable person be
kind of a stall to my wife," said Bobhey may appear at a probate court then to be appointed administrator of the estate '*1 said
eld at Ellsworth, in and for said county of deceased, presented by Matilda H. Babcock,
ert E. Morgan of this city to Deteclancock. at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and sister and heir-at-law of said deceased.
tlves Lardner and Kaiser when they
how cause, if any they have, against the
Edward E. Love joy, late of West Gouldsquestioned him concerning the loss of 1 ame.
boro, iu said couu.y, deceased.
Second ac1 IERTBAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate. count of Old Colony Tioat Company, execn$412 which he reported had been
A truecopy.
tor, flit d for settlement.
taken from him by three armed highAttest:—Roy C. Haines, Register.
John H. Tracy, late of Gouldeboro, :n said
coaniy, deceased. First account of Jubn H.
waymen.
STATE OK MAINE.
Tracy, 2d, executor, filed for settlement.
“I got married Saturday,” he said,
Hancock so.—At a probate coart held at
John W. Hardison. Isle of Franklin,«fa said
“and promised my wife to buy the
Sllsworth, in and for said count; of Hancock, county, deceased. Final account of Frank E.
m the seventh day of January, in the year
Biaisdell, administrator, filed for settlement.
furniture.”
if our Lord one thousaud nine hundred and
Rosilla G- Dyer, late of Brooksville, in
“With $163 in my pocket I started
lineteen.
said county deceased. Final accourn of Wm.
A
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
out.
I met several friends and we
H.. Dyer, adminstrator, filed tor settlement.
l\. a copy of the last will and testament
Charles Dyerof Brooksville, in said county.
had some drinks. After paying some
if
F'ina> account ol William n. Dyer, guardian,
WILLIAM F. DREER, late of RADNOR,
bills I found I had just $35 left for the
fiied for settlement.
PENNSYLVANIA,
furniture. And 1 had to hand out some
Edward K- Joyce, Charlie R. Joyce and
ieceased. and of the probate thereof in said Alvie M. Joyce Bates
minors
of hwan's
kind of a stall to my wife. I framed
itate of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated,
Island, in sani county. Petition filed by Rose
saving been presented to the judge of probate i». Joyc~, guaiJian. lor license to wed cenaiu
up the holdup and she insisted 1 reor our said
zeal estate of said minors, situated in said
county of Hancock for the putport it to the police."
pose of be*ng ailowed, filed and recorded in
Hwan’s Island and more fully described in
the probate court of our said county of Han- I said
petition.
cock. and for tetters test a me at ary to issue to
Kenneth A. Taintsr, Audrey E. Tainter.
mimubw --a--# ^ -yy
Anna Williams Dreer and Herbert G. Tull,
Theo A. Tainter and. Victor Tainter. minors
£ the executors therein named, without giving of 8wran’s Is and, iu said couuty. Petition
bonds.
i
I tiled by Nelson T. Morse, guardian for license
Ordered, That ootice thereof be given to to sell certain real estate of said
situsll persons interested therein, by publishing ated in sani 8wau’a Is and, anaminors,
more fully
a
of
this order three weeks successively ; described in *aid petition.
copy
in the Ellsworth
Americ n. a newspaper
Sewell L. Brimmer, late of Msriavilla, iu.
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of HanJefferson City, Mo.—DespondPetition filed by
cock, prior to the fourth day of Februarj.a. said county, deceased.
Linwood
F. Giles, aumimslrator, for license
3 ent because Germany lost the E d., 1919. that they may appear at a probate to
sell certaiu real estate of tuud deceased,
court then to be he d at Kll> worth. Id and foe
in said Mariaville and more
3 war, Henry Sanders, a wealthy
said county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the situated
fully dascribed in said petition,
bachelor farmer, took his life by
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
John W. Hardison, late of Franklin, in
the same.
against
3 jumping from a ferryboat at
filed by
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judg? of Probate. said comauy, deceased. Petition
Frank E. Biaisdell, administrator, that au
Bagnell, Mo. He was born in
A true copy.
order be
issued to
distribute among the
Attest— Roy C. Haines, Register.
He repeatedly had fe
1
Germany.
neirs-at-law of said deceased, the arnouut
remaining in the hands of said administrator,
sent money buck there, before
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
1 upon the settlement of his first account.
this country entered the war,
\VTHEREA8 Norris L. Moore of Ellsworth,
EniUy S. Ro#trs, late of Rrsokline. Norfolk
Hancock county, Maine, by his mort▼V
and attempted to do so aftercouutjr. Massachusetts,
deceased. Petition
deed, dated the second day of July, t90U, I tiled oy
George H. Carapneli. adiniatralor
fe gage
ward.
ana recorded in the registry ot deed for Han- : with the will annexed ot
the
cock county, book 461. page 246, conveyed to deceaaed. that tne amount ol estate of said
Before he took the plunge be
a
the inheritance
on said estate
be determined by the
: Union Trust Company of Ellsworth two cer- !
tied a rope around his body and
*
tain parcels of real estate both situated in Judge of Probate.
and
aforesaid,
Si fastened the other end to the St Ellsworth
respectively i William R. White, late of
bounded as f< llowe:
Philadelphia
**•**«*«">
boat. It was only necessary to K
#l»d
“First Lot: Bounded northerly by the lane
by Hubert o.’
leading to the lands of the heirs of Jscob Ollfilluu, executor of the lust will and tea
in the line to recover the
Townsend and lands of Jeremiah Boynton; ! lament of said deceased, that the amount ol
the
inheritance
tax
on
said eslate
body.
easterly bj the Pond lot; southerly by lands determined
by the Judge of Probate.
formerly of Hartley Boynton, and westerly by ;
Reed’s Brook Stream and the county road,
Nathan
Trotter, late of Philadelphia
containing fitly acres more or less and being 1 Pennsyl.ima. deceased. Petition tiled bv'
what is known as the Jeremiah Moore homeaud legatee under
stead.
w 1
“”d
Coat Butts in on Sale.
Of Said deceased
1
“Second Lot: Bounded on the west by the th*t the amount of the
inheritance lax on
Cleveland, O.—Three boys stole a road leading to O la; on the south by land of
b* dfc,*rmuieJ
>>y the Judge of
I
G.
on the east by Union River
goat from Erminio Cesa and then flowO. Garland;
age, and north by land of 8imon Garland,
'*■ Kin«. l*le of
learned where the expression “butting containing
in said
Ellsworth,
five
acres
more
or
less
and
seventy
county, deceaaed. Petition
in” originated. They led the animal being the wood lot, so-called, belonging to M. King, executrix of the filed by Addie
list will and
said
Jeremiah
Moore
homesiead;” and testament ol.aid deceased,
to another section of the eity and whereas the condition of said mortgage has of
that the amount
the inheritance tax on said estate
he
been broken, n«w, therefore, by reasou of the
were negotiating for its sale when the
deternuued by the Judgeof Probate.
breach of the condition thereof, ssid Union
goat butted in.
First-aid was called Trust Company claims a foreclosure of said
Gladys l. Jordan, a minor of Ellsworth, in
said county. First and final
account of Alice
for the boys and they needed consid- mortgage.
H. Scott, guardian, filed for
Union Thust Company op Ellswobth.
settlement.
1
erable attention. The goat escaped.
By Henry H. Higgins, Treasurer.
Herbert L, Abbott, late of
Backsport, in
said county, deceased.
Ellsworth, Me., Jan. 15,1919.
Final account
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Parcel II. Situated south of tha first lot
above described and is that part oi lot No.
264 formerly sold by the State to B Maddox,
containing s'.sty-six acre* more or less according to the survey and plan of aaid township. made aad returned to the laud office of
Ueorge 11. .Moore.

■

E
E

wealth rf 4f AHS

NOTICE

j

E

D

1ITHRRHA8 J«mn A. Salisbury. of Ellsvv
worth.
Hancock
county. State of
Maine, by hia mortgage deed rated February
•.44. a. d. DBS, and recorded in Hancock county
registry of deer4*, book 4*5. pagr 348. conveyed
to Char lea C. Burrill in hia lifetime the following described lota or parcel*of land situated in Kilswortb.tn said county of Hancock
and b' unded and described as follows:
Parcel I. Beginning on the souther1* shore
of thea northeast cove of Brandt
pond and at
the northwest center of lot No. IflU; thence
rucssouth four and
one-half degree* vest
one hundred
and
thirty-two rode to the
homestead formerly of James Lynch, deceased; thence south e.gnty-five and onehall degrees east on said Lynch line oue
hundred rods; thence north four aud onehall degrees east one hundred twenty-one
rod«t thence nr^th forty-one degrees west to
the head of the cove aforesaid; theucs southwest across said rove to th#
place cl beginning and containing eighty seven acres more
or less.

j

E

iate of

«•

J

fc

WHEELWRIGHT

de-eased, and of the probate the of in «aiJ
commonwealth of M\»*achn-e is, du
h
riK'bticated. having b en pr».->tnted t^ thjudge 01 probate for our svi■' county of Hsu
d
I co * tor the purproe ol being allowed, fi
and recO'd d In tlMh prosate ct-tn t or ours, d
county of HAm./ck and Ur let .era tears
rueotary to ia#ue 60 Charles <" A nseinrrighr,
the x ecu tor :• uned in said will, without giving sureties on his oond.
Ordered, that o:i<
thereof b«- given t.» xll
p< rsous itjyer*wed 'her-tn by ptihl thing a
copy of thi* order three week*sorcewtiteiv
in the KHsa-orth
merican, *
news;aper
priuted a Kllseorth, in said county of Elancock. prior to the fourth dav of February. A
D. 1919. that fhev mav app<.ir at a pri'tn
court th*-n to be h*-.d at Kllswortb. in and
for said county of Hancock, at Vgu o’clock in
the loreeoon, and show cause, if any they
h»ve. -ucutn-t the-eane.
BERTIttND K. C LARK, Judge of Probate
A trut-copy.
Attcav-Roy C. BariVKS. Register.
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EJ ASSET, in the county <>f SOilH 'LK. aud

HOLDUP ;

Because Germany Lost,
Farmer Takes His Life
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BEK "2 Jt \ N D I
Judge Of
Court.
,»t
F. 1‘uarili.
tb s seventh
in tde 0 .r nf >.nr Uni ,.ne
thousand niue bundr* d
.»d hiiiv'tvn.
Roy 1 Haih a, Kegis'e-.
A true cop».
Attest: rKov C. !</*'&..« rltv.is*er.

W

et ased.
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! coBD'y.d rccaaed. A c$r aiu n.*t rj me-it piir
potting to hr the Is*’ aril’ and test am ant of

J

EXCUSE FOR

Merrill Trnst Company of B »ugor, ei color
filed for se.r'eineni.
Monte! e W. Abbott, late of Buckspnrt. |0
•aid county d-rr iml
Final out ouo'ot vier
riil r-ust Company of Bangor, eteculor. fi.id
for settlement.
FIR
Workman, a minor of Franklin, in
•aid cot* .13.
Pctitlo* filed by Frank
Wo kman. guardian, for lie 1
t
»• 1. cert*i« r« al estate of #*id mtr-or. situated in
-aid »*'r>»i k in.
nd more fu» y inscribed n
said
titiou.
KHhuo T. Hemor. a n inor «.f Mount De*
i- S»I
Petition fi; <1 |»v
H ipb
county
Hs-por. guardian. for licet se to -ell cerma
!’I e*Mte of said minor, s»ru» -d in
-aid
Mou 1 Dear 1, and more fully ds-jitbed .u
aa d petition
Wea ry t!. r<-neins. 1 te of (.am l r. ins.-iJ
l>imon II'. d by Fred;vv.
ronnv,. di ce. * v
t on si i:s, fcdi.uuia r.tor
f tl». c>m e of *..«id
ec'*a«ed. may 1 n.: 1 ha' the
u t
d-lermii e
th amount of money wMcn b
r- ay
pa? or
he per(h f as! e%re
f ike «>t n, wnich the
bod' of * id Wes ev M. < «m*>'.a is burned n.u
o «h. iu to* a 1 me s.iaif b-»
:i»d
Orvau o Cousins, 'at** vf
amoinr
n s*id
coun’v. deceased
P<ti» on fuv.i :»y Fr-**1 v.
•
ou-ius, Mdmintetrtttor .>f tbr e*i.,t»of -t-d
drc-sseri. pravi g th-t v)
cm. t o«iriminc
: e
.non
of :n ney w •/•..*» .•
nr
may
ti»e pe pet<14
c.«r.
f tb* lot In whirr the
id Orv ndo *’o si us 1. b .rl**d
ixidy f
i
to whom the uwe »bali b»- p
d

es-

probata coo»| held at Ellsworth. 11 and
the court? ot Hancock. on he seventt:
<1hv of January in the year of our Lord
one tl.oQSAnd time hundred and nineteen

At a
lot

Stop

*

■-Hi*4*

To alt persons interested in either of the
tate* hereinatter named.

Lieut. Edgar Boullgny of New Orleans. who returned to the United
States the other day on the transport
George Washington. Lieutenant Bou| ligny served with both the French and
American armies during the great
war.
Of French descent, he left New
Orleans in the early days of August,
1914. for France, where he enlisted
At first signs of a cold or grip take
i in the Foreign Legion. He served with
those famous fighters until May of
1917, when he was transferred to the !
French aviation service and saw action
Don’t wait.
Delay often leads to
In Serbia and Albania. Shortly before
|
pneumonia. Results are guaranteed.
the signing of the armistice he seAt your druggists.
cured his transfer to the American
air service.
Over his left shoulder he wears the
ji n.:! >c?t*i%
Foureger awarded to the Lafayette
roall person* inter*Med In either of the es
flying corps, of which he was a memtat-ea hereinaf;c named:
ber. In addition he won the Croix de
it a pronate court held at Ellswor h. ir and
Guerre with two palms for gallantry
tor
the
Hhtirocr, on
the
county o*
seventh day of Jartua-y. lu the year of »»iin action.
He was wounded three
Lord one thousand nine hundred ami ninetimes while fighting with the Foreign I t< en.
PHE following mat er* hav’ng been pieLegion, but escaped unhurt through
t-erttd tor toe c ion then upo*
I
hereitiail of his aerial battles.
fter indicated, it i* hereby ordered:
Th»t
u
tr ui -.ye giv*n
to at! p ra> n
In.er

ALASKA CARES FOR PIONEERS

Baking

X ’■'■’l *!aumt

AfiOirUdttlitm.*

,

Honor—Meal for

Probate.*1*
1 „Ar“°

Mr. George Atkinson,
Stationary Fireman and Member
United Workmen, 323 E. 8th Ave.,
Topeka, Kansas.
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and Unable
Work

of

cubs, eyes not yet open, and brought
hem home
to rear in approved baby
methods. The carcass of the bear will be

were Sunday evening services at !
(hipped.
Methodist church here. Rev. Mr. j
J»n. 27.
Methodist
Mercer,
minister from Manset
preached.

There

in her

family

hree

the

COMFORTING

severe

vicinity of Duck hill near
Donnell’s pond looking after his traps,
and while leisurely moving along was unexpectedly brought to a halt by Madam
Bruin. Not caring to parley for “right of
way,” he decided to use his own weapon
ot defense, a small rifle, and shot the in-

Bernice and Edmund Reed, who have
been home since Christmas, went back to
their school in Bucksport last
Tuesday.

dance.

a room

The funeral of Miss Vera Feruald was
held at the home Tuesday aiternoou, Jan.
21. With comfortiug words and
prayer
Pastor Lowell read
Tennyson’s poem
“Crossing the Bur.” In the bright sun-

noon
so-

JI.s. L. B. Sprague is the guest of Mrs.
Lena Robbins for a few days. Her
daugbter, Mrs. Eva Kelly, is able to be around

be around

light of the day,

vaca-

Miss Ella Davis is
Mrs.

J. H. West, while crossing

soon

may

1919.

Willard Rich is home for
lion with his family.

Friday,

(hiking up and sustained bruises which
confine her to her bed. It is hoped she

held.

Jsn. 27.

storm

a

Saturday,

the departed brother. The remains were
tak^n to Forest Hill cemetery, w here the
masonic burial service

severe

session.

colony of smelt tents are on the
loe of#Shipyard pond.
The-catch is reported good.

Monday afternoon, Jan. 20, and many
friends attended. Rev. Charles F. Lee,
the
offi iHted. The
rector,
masonic
ser

.he

not in

were

QuiU'

Waltham.

and Arthur of
St.

On account of

s

tend!

<

Mr«. Frank

L.

MARLBORO.

tissue builder I have ever
—W. X>. Hen Lagrange N. C.

Daisy Tower: Mildred
a tee
Vinol for chronic
Webber, P. N. G.; Ellen B. Manchester,
s an1 bronchitis.
Not a
N.G ; EdithS. Gilley, V. G.; Nellie A.
-v
:c:nt
Formula on every
Bartlett, recording secretary; Lydia V.
Lou: money back if it fails.
Graves, financial secretary; Hvrriet D
C’HAS E. ALEXANDER, Druggist,
Graves, treasurer; Bertha Wilbur, warand Druggists Everywhere.
den; Bessie Small, conductor; Ada F.
Peckham. K. S. N. G; Clara E. Haskell,
very ill when he got. to the hospital. He bad
L. S. N. G; Mary S. Smallidge, chaplain; i
pneumonia, aud lived but a little while.
Amy Tinker, inside guard; Orrin DonEverything was done for him that was in
nell, outside guard, Verna F. Savage, R. medical power, and be passed away iu a very
3. V. G.; l^ela >ruitb L. S. V. G.
This is so much to the
comfortable place
boys after being exposed so long.
I am so glad I can give you the name of the
OBITUARY.
where be is laid at rest. Ii is a little
The residents of Northeast Harbor have place

Bi

ing.

and

lass and D. D. M.

attended the U. K. S.
Bay on Tuesday even-

Seven I from here
installation at the

nights and havt gained
pounds. Vinol is the best

o

are wpt and skies are gray,
he clouds will roll away—
Talk Flour upon the list
hat make an optimist.

(In-charge.

Rev. C. A. Smith was in North Sedgwick
Tuesday to officiate at the funeral of Mrs.
Jose NVf asel.

icep

On Thursday night, Jan. 16, the follow
ing officers of Astiyon Rebekah lodge
were installed by D. D. P. Carrie Doug-

12
_

N. C.—‘‘For years 1
-red with a chionic cough, so 1
d not sleep nights and continued
flesh. My druggist asked me
VinoL It cured my cough 1

Manchester.

la til

Ralph .J. Work mer, who i*» clerking ill
Bel.-aM, ape. t the week-end at home.

Lagrange,

They came here to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank

days at home.
attend the funeral of
a

Portland

of
Rockland
spent
Gray
days recently with hia parents,
and
wife.
Charles Gray
Several from here who have employment
in the shipyard at
Study Point spent
the week-end at borne.

well and favorably known here.
Charles Manchester and wife have reHartford, Conn., after spending

to

business.

Maurice

That We Guarantee

turned to

on

neveral

Remedy

Constitutional

A

vent

Staples

Parcel III. Situated south of the two loti
above dtsoribt d and beg inn at the northwest
of the William H. Sweeney lot, socalled, thence running easterly one hundred
forty rods t^ Stephen Salisbury's lot; trie• cc
north twenty-two and six sevenths rods to
tht southwesterly corner of second lot dr
scribed above; thence westerly one hundred
forty rodato land formerly of James Lynch,
; thence sooth twenty-two un.1 six sevenths
rods to place of beginning
and containing
twenty acres.
torner

1

Parcel IV. Beginairg at a slake and atones
the north line of Charles
iweeuey’s homestead near a large rock in said line a few
rods Boulh of the James Lynch house; thence
westerly on said Sweeney's line e even rods
and four feet moroor less ti» the Towo road:
th- nee on the east side of said road twentyhve r«ds to a cedar stake and
stones; thence
northeasterly in a straight line to the first
mentioned bound and being about one acre
in the form of a right angle triangle:
the same beiug the northwest corner of tb<original Sweeney lot in Nor h KHswortb.
>yi»g to the eastward of the Towu road, being
the same described la deed from Cbsrlo*
Bsreeney to James Lynch, which deed is dated
May 4.1896, and the same conveyed to me by
the said James Salisbury by George. Charles
and Sarah Lynch by deed dated, March 11*
1902. to which, deeds and the records of same
iu the Hancock county registry of deeds
reference is hereby expressly made for a
further description. Also all my real estate
and all my rights, privileges and easements
iu. under, over and upon any and all real estate situated in the said
county of Hancock*
title to which ianow vested iu me either under recorded or unrecorded deeds, or to which
I may be in any way entitled, either in law or
equity, however the same may be described
or situated.
And whereas the said Charles C*
Burrill has since deceased at d* the undersigned was on the nth day of February, 191*.
duly appointed administratrix de horns »«»
with th* will annexed of the estate of said
Charles C. Burrill,and whereas the condition
of said mortgage
has been oroken, now,
tnerefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of saBh
1
mortgage in behalf of said es aie,
Saeah Bueeill Tatlsy. Adcurx d. b.
(
with the will annexed of estate of Chan
C. Burrill.
-j.
By D. E. Hurley her *f
January 21, 1919.
on

bad been tenderly cared for by
daughter, Mrs. A. S. Millor, who left
home in Dorchester, Mass., and came

two she

£W>trtlenutnif.

her

SATISFYING RELIEF

her

companion. Funeral services were
held Sunday at the home of her sou William, with whom they had been living the
past few months. Rev. Mr. Sparks of

warmth-diving,

congestion-

Until He Took “FRU’T-A-TIVES”.

C.
_

NORTH BROOK LIN.
Mrs. Fred L. Cole is in Augusta with
her husband, Representative Cole.
The postoffice has been moved to the
residence of Lawrence Sherman.

moved

Freethey
the

into

and

Wells

have

family
house

for

the

winter.

George Cooper and the Messrs. Stendman are chopping for H. O.
Staples ou
the

SOcU, SO

cts.ll.3D.

News has

COUNTY NEWS

received

that

Ruby
as

MR. ALEXANDER MUNRO

a

ill of

influenza.

BLUEHILL.

Feb. 3.
Tbe Red Cross committee wishes all
and needles belongvarn, fioiahed articlea
to tbe society returned at once.

ing

Jan.

Hale is
getting out weir
for the Farnsworth Packing

material

j

Co.

j

Frederick Cole has

!

Portland

to

gone

to work.

Arthur Cole and
the

j

road

George Giles

with

their

ar-

on

wood-sawn.4

machines.

pump has been installed
It throws BOO gallons ol
at tbe mines.
water a minute from the 300-foot level.

G. M. Allen & Son’s teams have beeu
of late hauling logs from Flye Point
to their saw mill.

1

busy

Raymond Stover of the 67th artillery is
the first ot tba Bluchill boys who were in
A. B.
overseas service to return home.
Herrick of the 7tib intanlry, Raymond
Parker of the naval air service, Malcolm
Osgood and Lieut. Donald Mackay have
also been mustered out.
Tbe officers of Ira Berry lodge, F. and
A. M., were installed Jan. 20, by P. 1).
G. M. F. B. Snow, wnisted by D. G. C. F.
W. M., A. K.
L. Stover, as follows:
Saunders; 9.1), C E. Greene; J. P., F. S.
Hinckley; S. WM 1. E. Stanley; J. W.,
William Snow; treasurer, N. F. Twining;

20._Xenophon.

Ardina

six-ton

new

been

Choate, who has been employed
domestic in Greenville, is seriously

A union service will be held at tbe Congregational vestry Sunday evening, Keb. 2.
Tbe annual pariah meeting of the Bapbe held at the cbapcl
tist cburch will

A

Allen lot.

Ida Burns is spending the winter with
her daughter, Sadie Burns
Eaton, in
Rockland.

The sewing circle

fancy
eveniug. A
sale of

Howard

articles

held

social

a

in the hall

nice little

sura

now

Saturday

1

XENOPBoN.

i

Irvin? Bartlett
his brother

aita!

of Outer, is here

Warren for

short time.

a

Hinckley; chaplain,
Clifford Coggins, who has been in ser- ;
Osgood; marshal, R. B. Osgood; tyler, vice in France, arrived at Hoboken, N. J.,
E. E. Fullerton; stewards, William Mason. Jan.
12, and is now at Camp Mills, N Y.
secretary, A. C.

W.

H.

U.*orge Morse.
Jan. 27.

Miss Florence Bracy, who is teaching nt
Morgau’s Bay, spent the week-end \. uu
Mrs. K. A. Coggins.
\\ iih
Mrs. Charles Orcutt, who has bee

S.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Stoniugton is

Mrs. Carrie Coombs of
visitiag her son Merton.

Brooksville, the pus .nice
months, is congratulated on the birth of
her mother at

Gerard Noonan has gone to Medway,
Mass., to join his wife and children.

»
daughter, born last week.
Fred Coggins and Edward Curtis b*ve
arrived home, after a trip to New York
and St. John N. B., where the schooner

a

Warren Shaw is
part of his furlough with his
parents, Frank Shaw and wife.
Tbe new !i rbtbouse keeper, W. C. Gott,
ha been inkU.k-d be^e for about a week.
The Waagattn have moved to their house
Lieut.

Commander

spending

the

on

a

Mr;.

%'

Charles

d-rig'itcr*
r

*iv

t-

were

show

post-card

u

end

s

celebrated her
Her
Jan. 17.
dinner guests, after which
Blanee

l

•

i.ds,

n

w

from

er

hich

was

Mrs. Alic"

T.-Sunday,

*

a

shoit

sympathy

o< P.,

worked

'*y evening.
ffir*. Caroline Guptill, who

E. H. Norris of Winter Harbor

the

been

w

inter,

.»e j0 !lan4 »r.
ssldaS. Sii.nsm ha* gone to Boston
■for a f-jur weeks before returning to tbe
Bar Harbor
hospital

Day has arrived home from
Lavolta, Capt. Bella tty, which
is hauled up at Nova Scotia.

turned to

ployment.

Mrs. Phebe Clarke

■ est and most
re»p*cted citizens.
1,1

■

fhe

strongest sense

a

She

was

home-keeper,

un-

■ til the
breaking up of her home a few
H>ears ago. o; her
could he said, “She
■ oo*.eth U*H to
the ways of her household
Hsu.
eatnh not the
breid of idleness.”
1
<as‘-8tothe w^rld the best
a
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day.
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.‘T*e*»«et'.d or money refunded
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f
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GOULDSBORO.

Tracy,

of

who has been ill

of .in-

are

a

St. Lawrence river.

days recently panied

few
the

Archibald Rolfe left last week. He has
as engineer of a boat on the

employment

Harbor, where
auxiliary boat

1. duPont.

j

C.

observed

her

Mrs. Deborah F. Dunbar
ninetieth birthday Jan. 15.

She

Harold

Handy

accom-

him.

Edgar Handy and wife gave a party last
Thursday evening in honor of their daughter and her husband, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Chesholm, who were married recently.
Eittah.
Jan. 27.
GREAT POND.

(or

Mr.

Blanding

and

Mr.

Shuman

have

quite ill. Both are better.
Ezra Williams is getting in some lum-

been

ismtbe

ber and John Archer is getting in some
health, smart and active. A party pulp wood.
she
was prepared (or her by many, and
Inez and! Phyllis* Williams and Arabel
was the recipient o( many usetul gilts.
Rowe of Aurorajwcnt to Bangor last week
DJan. 20.
to attend a business college.
Bertha L. Colson of this place and Derfloitttlisiilwluft
best o(

<—v-.-tamtmmam.

Doctor’s
Formula
100 Years

of

|

Bpccess

|i
fj

I
JOHNSON’S
Tticdytic LiNiMOlT I

IOve

(Jrucsnal as

.'cl! as Externa!

bit)

rmthing, baling Anodyne loat
ofi-,r-.f.'s \\ ciid'Tj; ‘. f-otiiii'y
r f.'nii;.l:s. <«
E fully til.' tivo
A

zj
>j

AUn

on

Echo.

mother, Mrs. Charles Moore.
Mr. Dow is employed at F. T. Wood’s.

lelt Siturday
Charles Dahlquist
Brewer to enter a private hospital.

mat an e.

Hk'"S
fe^to-d-vfieiauel
Sboold
lor you;
■a

employed

Jan. 27.

MOUTH BUJEHILL.

day. f'"n-

■ i;r,,d?i!i'l""! dissolve every pa.-tiele of
■ tt nZi'T Jour body mm drive it
■ you win i lree ,,^tursl chumeis t> »that
hottla

spent

Saturday.

Mrs. Elmer Dow *aDd two children

em-

Jan. 27.
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he
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For Infants and Children.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

►••-ijrvy

Charley?”

I don’t
“Neither—I mean both.
know which I’m In love with. 1 think
it’s Sam till Charley comes to see me,
and
then he is so good looking—
just like a collar ad—and he looks
at me so deeply—you know how 1
mean—that I think I’m all wrong again
and it must be he. He’s ever so much
more popular with the girls, too. Now.
Sam never says any of the nice little
things Charley does, and he’s ever so
blunt sometimes, but somehow I don’t
know. I’m not sure, but I think Sam
is the better man.
You’re older and
wiser than I am. Barbara ; tell me why
you admire Sam more. I’ve always
thought you did whenever I talk, about
them, hut you’ve never said anything.
Please tell me.”
The older girl got up and walked
over to the window.
For a moment
she did not say anything. Then she
sank into a seat with a little sigh.
“Polly, child there isn’t anything in
the world I know against Charley—it
wouldn’t he fair to say there was. for
he may care for you even more than
I think he does—hut I'm going to tell
! you a little story, if you have time to
listen.”
I

•| 1
*«J.V

I

.-'Kite

!
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Years

Thirty

“Of course, BnjDS,” assured Polly, settling her attractive little person into a
perfect nest of cushions.
"Once upon

a time,” began Barbara,
girl—not n beautiful girl
bright, frank, cheerful girl,

"there was

—just

a

a

sense of humor and lots of
friends. She liked men sincerely, but
she was neither very susceptible nor
very foolish, and she had seen something of life.
with

a

I xact Cor-v of ‘Vrapper.

Q&BSlSSgSS

“There was one man she had known
for a long time, and she always, ad- i
mired and liked him tremendously.

“And though site was hound to meet
him and did not
wish to obviously
avoid him. she did nor need to. for he
showed no desire for any sort of a
meeting and flitted tibout among the
girls as he had probably always done.
And she tried always to be fair to him
and not to judge him—she liked to remember him rather as a friend who
had died than one who had ceased to
value her friendship—she simply could
not understand.
That’s all T know
about Charley and it’s two years ago—
he’s probably forgotten all about it

II

II I—
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“So they went out together, danced
together and talked together, ami he
was very nice to her.
She found that
Williams has returned to
J.ihn P.
%he could talk to him as she had never
Mass.
Brockton,
been able to talk to anyone before, and
D. M. Hardison has purchased a valuhe always seemed to understand. She
able horse of Mr. Carlisle of Ellsworth.
began to value his friendship, above
R. If Williams and wife were Sunday ! all her other
friends, and to depend on
guests of their daughter, Mrs. Stratton, at
Ids help
advice in many little
an<J
Marlboro.
things. Fie liked to help her. and as
Edwin Webster of West Tremont spent
the months passed they grew to '*e betthe week end with his family at Charles
ter and better friends, with a clearer
Good win’s.
understanding of each other than they
had ever had.
Eugene Orcutt was a week-end guest of
“Then, she went away for a long
his daughter, Mrs. Frank Grindle, in
visit.
And he almost made her believe
Brewer.
that he would really miss her badly—
Ike Perlinsky of Bar Harbor, who is at
and «he was very glad.
home from Virginia on a furlough, spent
“And die wrote to him naturally, as
a few days here last week.
a child would write to a very favorite
John Farnsworth has a pair of Braduncle or a dear kind friend who was
horses hauling for the
bury Smith’s
older and wiser than she. long, newsy
Frenchman’s Bay Lumber Co.
letters about all the daily happenings—
Llovd Dunham, who was called here by
and she dearly loved to write to him.
t he illness and death of bis little son, re“Fie wrote to her twice; then there
turned to his work Saturday.
was a long lapse.
Then, a third letter
Miss Hazel Clark of Brewer is teaching
came which might have boon
written
the
school here while Miss
grammar
to an utter stranger with perfect safeFraser is at home during the illness of her
ty—air and weather being the main
mother.
topics. This was after she had imA. L. Bradbury ‘and Mrs. Martha Colpulsively written to him for help and
clough of Hollis Center were called here ! sympathy over what seemed to her a
last- week by the illness and death of their
very great trouble, and he had failed
brother, Frank Bradbury.
her—dismally failed her. She wrote
Caleb Bradbury of Old Town, who was
io him once more, but she nev *r sent
called here by the death of his brother
the letter. She could not thrust her
Henry, and illness and death of his friendship upon him if he did not want
father a few days later, returned to his

Kenneth

Mrs. James Murch, with little daughter,
after spending a week with M. H. Murcb
and wife, has returned to her home in
Millinocket.

Alexis

Temple

tr»<iay morning at the home of her son
William,removes one of the town’s old-

Bucksport,

liJ15>.

D. P. Alley and Fred York of Holden
exchanged farms and moved recently,
Mr. York has a crew cutting cord and

Joy and wife have moved into
bungalow.
Schools reopened Jan. 13. Louise Johnand Mrs. Jessie Farrar,
son, primary,
Clarence

their

pulp wood on the Alley place. Emery
Osgood of Holden, Arthur Gray and
Mr. Garland of Ellsw orth are working for

new

him now, and

grammar.

He is

On

discharge.

the armistice

forty
that

miles of the

signed, he

firing

was

line.

came home Saturday from
Bangor hospital.
Nowell Tripp of Waterville spent last

the

He writes

night there was a continuous
night. He also met Pres. WilAll will be glad to see him home

week at his old home here.

Fred Davis of Waterville recently visparents, John Davis and wife.
Friends of John Davis are sorry to learn

once^gain.

ited his

E. G. Stanley nnd wife entertained a
party of relatives and friends Saturday
Games were played, such as
evening.
Spin the Cover, Winkum, Towel, The
Wonders of Mystery Land, and the dancing match, and songs were played and
sung. Refreshments were served
were:
Those
hostess.
present

by

of his misfortune in

cracking

on

the ice and

Y.

Samuel Young has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Lemuel Pickering.
Mrs.

Isaac

wife, Mrs J. L Stanley,
Lowell Noyes, John Lee, Mrs. Lucinda
Johnson, Clarence Noyes, Leah Connors,
Bessie Noyes, Gu«sie Moore, Mary WhitNorwood, Gladys Whitmore,
more, Ida
Louise Johnson, Mr Mercer, James VN hit-

Schools

reopened,

have

closed for two

j

Jan. 27.

falling

pan.

SUNSHINE.

the

more.

his knee

Jan. 27.

and

Stanley

B.
NORTH LAMOINE.

all

son.

full

John Bragdon

within

that

on

roar

was

a

Jan. 20.

Kentucky awaiting his
Nov. 10, the diy before

in

now

expects to have

he

crew soon.

of John Noyes are glad to hear
that he arrived safely in New York Jan.
Friends

18.

Carter schoolhouse to finish the
was interrupted by influenza.

school in

term which

MANSE T.

WEST FRANKLIN.

fluenza, is out.
Jan. 20._Eittah.

Delbert Patten, who has been at home
getting out his winter’s wood, has re-

fires, the firing of guns and ringing
bell*. They were Calvin Stinson and
Jrving D. Farley. For six months they
have b^en
actively engaged along the
Meuse, tad took part in the fierce battle
°f tbe
Argonne forest until the signing
°f
tbe
arrived in
armistice. They
Hoboken, N. J., Jan. 13, and were
demobilized at Fort Hancock, N. J.
I

NEWS

Winter Harbor,
Sargent,
visited relatives here recently.

George

t wo

COUNTY

Mrs. Charles

schooner

°f

,or

in

was

ing school.

T*o of our soldier boys returned from
over^as last weekend the whole village
united in giving them welcome, with

■

is

was

Friday and Saturday.
School reopened Jan. 13 with Mr. Allen
teacher, in place of Bertha Estey, re- J
signed.
Miss Lillian Hutchins of Bangor is with
her sister, Mrs. Nason Murcb, and atteudj

M

■

West Surry,

BAYS1DE.

hit g

■

wife,

with his

winter at

town

has

this

Cooiubs

the

yesterday.
Clifford Coggins has been transferred
from Camp Mills, N. \\, to Camp Devens,
Mass.
Jan. 27.
TRAMP.

-ftur

ith itr*.

v

North

>

wood.

here

of all.

K

decree

stave

Grindle, who,

spending

died
i'lnessof

C.

Mioo’ic
tin:;

Bend to cut
Frank

J*u.20.

ship.

a

a

pa-aaonia. Funeral services were held
i.i Union church Sunday, Re”. Mr. Wil‘>nof Corea otl\ i-v. utg. Mrs. Haywood
kav* -, a bus
d ♦:ml '« o childre n, one
an infant about >•
» vfl old.
The family
has the

waiting for

Wales,

in

E. Curtis has gone t

Edward
1

Haywood

*mk«r

Jan. 16. after

arrived

ton

and greatly enjoyed.

‘•--. ms

here be is

has

Harvey C'andage and wife of Stoningare at Hollis Bonsey’s for a few days.

birthday

v

«

Bonsey

Earle

corner.

venty-sixtb
h jc

I^avolta
Jan. 20._Trvmp.
hauled up for the winter.

is

price, by FRUIT-A-TIVES Limited,
OGDEN3BURG, N. Y.

re-

ceutly.

|

ALEXANDER, MUNRO.
50c. a box,6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At all dealers or sent on receipt of

he

SOUTH SUKtfV.
beautiful white owl was seen here

A

all the time, and
walk about two miles and
chores about the place”

can

!

last

belonged, having been demobilized.
Jan. 27.

I

do light

netted.

was

Young came home
12th division, to which

week, the

dicine, improving

and

E.

R.R. No. 1, Lome, Ont.
“For over three years, I was
confined to bed with Rheumatism.
During that time, I had treatment
from a number of doctors, and tried
nearly everything I saw advertised to
cure Rheumatism, without receiving
any benefit. Finally, I decided to
try ‘Fruit-a-tives" (or Fruit Liver
Tablets). Before I had used half a
box, I noticed an improvement; the
pain was not so severe, and the
swelling started to go down.
/ continued taking this fruit me-

f

L"ivCCv".T."vv»vv£\vCvvw?v®

it Sam

Jan. 27.

Sterling

Cy f.:ARY PARSONS.

I_H

T -barn. dear. I'm so mix ’d tip. I
dim
know wliat hi the world to do—
phr.se help me!”
"What's th“ trouble, now, child—Is

Helpless In Bed Wills Rheumatism

friends and relatives.

rem(entering circulation-stimulating
£j.. penetrates without rubbing right to
t),e aching spot and brings quick relief,
jurcly, cleanly. A wonderful help for
utcrnal pains, sprains, strains, stiffEcss, headache, lumbago, bruises.
Get your bottle today—costs little,'
means much. Ask your druggist for it
nme. Keep It handy for the whole
family. The big bottle is economy.

THE BETTH WAN

(Copyright,

Sullivan officiated. She leaves two sonF,
Lewis of Birch Harbor and William of
this place, and two daughters, Mrs. A. S.
Miller of Dorchester, Mass., and Mrs. J.
W. Noonan of this village. Tiie family
has
the sympathy of a large circle of

the

rheumatic twinges
This

A CRIPPLE EOR !|
THREE YEARS

con-

stant

FROM LUMBAGO
Sloan’s Liniment has
punch that relieves

old home to be her mother's

to her

’Eobnuanunn.

iU'jm.if naiutt.

weeks

on

been

after

account

er.zn.

There have

cases

heie, but at present all

about

being
of iufiu-

thirty-five
improv-

are

ing.
Jan. IS.

X.

Lilac.

THE

FALLS, HANCOCK.

G. Burton Scammon of Franklin spent
the week-end with his sister, Mrs. Frank
Goodwin.

After Eleven Years
__

All

the

family,

members

who have

of

been

Alfred
ill of

Martin’s

influenza,

This

Testimony

out again.
1
Time is the best test of truth. Here is
F. W. McLane has received a telegram
an Ellsworth Falls story that has stood
from his son Charles announcing his safe
It is a story with a
the test of time.
arrival in New York from France, where
[ point which will erme straight heme to
be has been with the A. E. F. since last

are

1

Un-

It cumins

shaken.

fall.

He

expects to be home

soon.

many of
Frank

us.

E.

Fernald, Waltham St., says:
‘*1 had a severe spell with my back and
I
Hancock Point, where she was called by
[ could hardly stai d the fain. It wa«hard
She was
the illness of Mrs. Lucy Ball.
for me to sioop over or straighten up. I
accompanied home by Mrs. Ball’s little I! had r* ad a great d<al about Doan's Kidney
daughter, who will stay with Mrs. Kief Pills und 1
got a supply. It took only
while her mother is in the hospital at
I have since had
one box to be lit fit me.
Bangor, where she was taken for treat- I return
long ago.
symptoms of the trouble, but
I Doan’s Kidney Pills, procured at D. G.
That's all, Polly dear. It isn’t much ment.
G.
Jan. 27.
of a story, but I thought I’d tell It to
Moor’s Drug Store, again gave me immediate relief.” (Statement given Febyou. Somehow, from my own standNORTH ORLAND.
ards, It doesn't seem to me as If a man
ruary 7, 1905).
who would hurt anyone ’so cruelly, so
On December 4,1916 Mr. Fernald said:
Ingalls & Son are operating on Luther
! “folds sometimes disorder my kidneys,
blindly and with such utter Indiffer Richardson’s wood lot.
but 1 can rely on Doan’s Kidney Pills to
enee, could measure up to quite th<>
Warren Moore is working at Green
relieve me. The satisfactory experiences
same standard as a man like Sam, who
Lake for C. P. Bennock.
is fair and square in everything he
j 1 have had with Doan’s Kidney Pills
Mrs. Jeanette Blaisdell and children of
does.
strengthen my faith in them and I relast
week
with
her
Bucksport spent
commend them more highly than ever.”
Polly sat still for a long time after
C.
H.
Mumler
and
wife.
parents,
60c, at all dealers. Fcster-Milburn Co.,
Barbara stopped talking.

‘‘Thank yon for telling me the story,”
she said at last.
A maid came to the door with a telegram. Polly glanced at the address,
seized it and tore it open hastily. In
a moment the paper dropped to the
win G. Southard of Alton were married
floor.
January 18 by A. R Mace, esq. The bride
‘‘It's from Sam," she gulped, “and
looked very pretty in a white dress looped
and he wants
They gave a reception he’s going to the front,
up with rosebuds.
him before he goes—they
Saturday evening. The bride received me to tell
won’t let him off to come himself—oh,
some very pretty presents.
dear, it’s terrible 1”
E.
Jam 26.
“What are you going to write to
HANCOCK POINT.
I him?"
“Write to him!—why. I'm going to
Miss Minnie Ball, who was called from
Harrison last Wednesday by the illness
Unit camp tonight—.lust as fast a» I
of her mother, came home from Bangor
can pack mother’s hag and my own;
for the week-end.
and I’m going to marry him tomorrow
if they only let me see hint for five
Hollis Reed, (J. S. N. R. F., cam** home
minutes. I haven't any choice In the
has since
from Boston last weak, and
matter—there never was! 1 see it all
He is rebeen quite ill of influenza.
now as plain as tlie nose on my face—
ported better to-day.
lie's the better ntin. * lie best man—
Mrs. Lney Ball, who \Vrs taken seri msly
the very best man in the world ns far
the
ill on Monday last, was t ik n
I am concerned, at least, and I
as
Eastern Maine general hospital, Bangor,
have known it alL along. Kiss
Tuesday. It was feared ho op* ration ought to
When
me. Barbara : I'll have to hurry.
would he necessary but she isr<civng
it *r unm
yon see me again I'll he Mr. Sam!
medical treatment at preH'Mit
Bond by dorr—I’ll have to break the
friend* hope f.-r a rapid recovery.
news to mother—good-by 1”
Al. K.
Jan. 27.

Mrs.

Fidgar

Mrs.

Dora

Kief

Ingalls

has

has

returned

from

reopened

her

Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
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DRINK

Extra Good Coffee.

ff

Each sip is
Its rich body teems with good flavor
evidence of the superior care and skill exercised in its
selection, blending and roasting.

j&i

—

These good points are uniformly assured—indefinitely
retained by the sealed packages in which SUPERB A
i« »lwav«

nacked and sold.

Order of

vour

dealer.
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400 LOCOMOTIVES
HOW HUNS KEPT THE NEW LOAN
HOLD ON METALS FOR LIBERTY WON SENT TO FRANCE
The Fifth Liberty Loan, which the
people of the country will be asked
in April to make to the Government,

IT SI ILL HAS ITS POWER

Liberty

has
been
New York.—Attention
called a number of times to the manner in which the Germans managed
to dominate in the control and price of
nonferrous metals. One branch of
their organization was taken over by
A. Mitchell Palmer, the alien property
custodian. This concerned itself with
handling the metals in this country.
But the ramifications of the German
octopns were never as graphically described as in an address made by VV.
M. Hughes, the Australian prime minister, at the Mansion house. London,
some time ago while the war was still

lished peace.
The responsibilities of this new pe
riod are no less great than those which
arose in the crisis of the war itself.
It is for us of the United States
to do our part as a nation as fully now
as we did when we struck our blow
towards saving civilisation.
It still remains to see that all which
was won on the battlefield is saved
for liberty; that the stricken peoples
do not starve and that there is prompt
and useful rebuilding and restoration

on.

in

Served Germany Well.
‘‘It was a most powerful and a most
serviceable instrument in the German
policy of penetration. It served fhe
power of the kaiser better than a
dozen legions on the field, and it is
now here today, as it has been, with
its ramifications in our midst. It still |
has its power, the profits are being
gathered in—this firm, which for three
years after the war was the London
agent, the English agent, of the American Metal company, of which I shall
speak in a moment.
“This was the firm from which Britain bought for 12 months after the war
the metals necessary for carrying on
the war. This firm was founded by
Wilhelm Merton of Frankfort, and
from the day of its establishment it
has spread its tentacles out, and the
firm has grown every passing day. It
is called Metallgesellschaft, the American Metal company, the Australian
Metal company, the African Metal
company, Schweizerische Gesellschaft
in Switzerland; it has a dual name
which is sometimes French and sometimes something else; but it is always
Herman in essence. It pushed out its
tentacles over Europe from place to

place.
“It pushed another tentacle across
the ocean to Australia, calli' g itself the
Australian Metal company; it called
Itself the Australian Metal company,
aul it was not Australian.
It was
a company held by Germany; it had
German directors, and very naturally,
as was their
custom, they covered
themselves in their methods and devices with the cloak of naturalization.
Bit by bit they beslabbered and entangled the great metal industries of
Australia in a grip until they had them
body and soul, and so it was that when
the war broke out there was this great
metal industry, the Beer Sondheimer
in one shape or another, the Metallgesellschaft, and the Metallurgische Gesellschaft, the whole controlling the
channels from which the metal came,
determining how it should be produced
and what prices it should be sold at
all over the world. What they did in
Australia they did elsewhere.
in

tne united states.

“In America they pushed out another tentacle; there was a company
called the American Metal company.
It was a company in which, out of 70,D00 called-up shares, 34,000, or 49 per
cent, were held by the Metallgesellschaft at Frankfort, 27 per cent by
Mertons of this place and the remaining 18 per cent were held mostly by
hyphenated Germans, a few being held
by bona fide Americans who were put
right in the front of the shop window
to deceive the credulous.
Now 1 absolutely acquit here the English shareholders, the innocent shareholders in
Mertons, of all blame. They went into
this in a bona fide way, they did not
realize what were the designs of these
people; but I am directing my remarks
h®e against the firm, against the

ravaged Europe.

Now Revealed.

Washington.—Shipment of Americanbuilt steam locomotives, each weighing
73 tons, and assembled all except the
smokestack and the tender, so that
they could move away under their
own steam within a few hours after
their arrival in France, was among the
accomplishments of the United States
army transport force under stress of
war. and has since been continued.
More than 400 of these locomotives
in
were so shipped from New York
a
few months, it was learned here
with the lifting of the war censorship
regulations, and these were in addition to 1.200 which were shipped in
sections, nine to a locomotive, packed
in cases. The ships used to transport
the lo omotives complete were of a
special type with three holds, each
'■ hold measuring 00 by 102 feet, entered
by hatches 39 feet wide and 42 feet

We must bring back to their own
land and to their own homes, the mil
lions of our men who have helped win
the great victory.
They must once
more be fitted with thought and care
into our national life.
long.
Great projects which were begun In
Into each of the three holds were
time of war must be finished or re ]
placed 12 locomotives—36 to n ship.
directed.
or flooring on which they restAll of these tests are part of the j A bed
ed for the voyage required more than
great enterprise of peace and recon
The loAll of them must be fi ; 3.000 tons of steel rails.
struction.
in
position were
nanced in the next few months before comotives when
To carry them out is absolutely braced with heavy wooden beams and
us.
the space between the boilers to the
necessary if we are to complete out I
share of the work which has been car j level of the top of the steam dome
packed solid with highly compressed
ried so far forward.
baled hay.
Every man and every woman in the
Compressed Hay Under Flooring.
nation, who has shared in the blessings
On this hay another flooring was
of peace won by the war. should pre
laid, and on this floor was placed
pare now to share in peace loan—the
the tenders—the smokestacks, with
VICTORIOUS FIFTH.
more haled hay or other light cargo,
packed in the space where cool is to
PREACHES FROM HIS CELL he carried. On top of the tenders was
packed still more cargo to the deck
Clergyman Refuser to Obey Order to level, and during the “rush days” the
Close Church During "Flu” Epiabove-deck space filled with crated
demic and Is Arrested.
When completely loaded
airplanes.
with the 3fl locomotives and other
Harrison. O.—Because the city au- cargo each vessel was carrying a dead
thorities would not order the saloons weight of 14,000 tons in addition to
to close. Bev. George Cocks would not
ship machinery, bunker coal and crew
rlose his church, although the board of
supplies.
health had prohibited public meetings
The loading of the locomotives is an
because of the epidemic of influenza. interesting sight. Steel railroad barges
Sixteen members agreed with him and
carrying 14 of the steel monsters are
all 17 were arrested.
made fast alongside a 100-ton capacity
Undaunted, the minister sent word floating derrick barge, in turn made
to the other members of his congregafast to the ship.
An ordinary sling
tion and held his evening services in
of steel wire is placed around the forhis cell, preaching throngh its open ward end of the
boilers, another under
window to about 500 assembled out- the
supports to the cab, the signal
side the city jail.
given and the locomotive lifted 40 or
50 feet in the air. swung over and
THIRTEEN IS LUCKY TO HIM gently loaded into the ship’s hold. The
whole operation required hut 20 minMystic Number Figures Largely in utes, a id it was accomplished with
the same ease and the same lack of
Career of Sergeant in the
< xcltement
as
prevailed on board a
A.rcraft Service.
steamship at an adjoining dock which
Camp Devons. Mass.—Sergt. James was taking on board 500-pound bales
B. Harmcson of aircraft acceptance of cotton.
The Idea of shipping locomotives
park No. 1 came to the camp personnel
office and asked to be discharged on complete was conceived when army
Friday, the 13th. He gave these rea- transport officers were informed that
sons:
That he enlisted December 13, England was shipping them across the
1917, at Chicago; that the last two fig- channel ready to move away on arrival.
ures in his army serial number make
“America Can Do It.*
13; that he was number 13 on the pay i
roll of the Chicago Telephone comIf Kngland can do It, so can Amerpany, and that he believed 13 was his ica," an officer said, and he straightlucky number. He received his dis- way commandeered a fleet of ore-carrying vessels which were constructed
charge.
with hatches large enough to permit
the handling of such freight.
MRS. MEDILL M’CORMICK
When the movement was at its
height the following time was recordr
--1
ed for the movement of a locomotive
from its builders to its base of action
behind the battle lines: Shops to New
Jersey terminals, 24 hours; from rail
to barges, 6 hours; from terminals to
ship side, 6 hours; barge to ship, 20
minutes; New York to France, 9
days; ship to army rail lines and
hooked up to a transport train bound
for the front, 6 hours; a total at
less than 12 days.
Handling of 73-ton locomotives as
if they were but one-tenth of their
weight Is only a small part of the tremendous work that has been under
way at army transport piers since the
United States transport service attained full swing.
Maj. Dan O’Brien, marine director,
an officer who has won his rank by
more than 20 years’ service in every
port of the Unitpd States, Cuba,
Mexico and the Philippines, where
transport facilities of the army were
centered, is the man who handled the
locomotives.
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bag

For Horses, Cows and
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C. W. GRINDAL
Street, Ellsworth

Water

Agnes Forsythe; stew aid, Donald Blais*
dell; assistant steward, Percy Bowden;
chaplain, Hadie Kobertsou; treasurer,
Frank Gray; secretary, Ella Gross; gatekeeper, Winfield Gross; Ceres, Mabel Mc-
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WEST SULLIVAN.

Gladys
spending a few days in Bangor.
Rev. George Sparks went to Prospect
Harbor Sunday, to attend a funeral.
The Golden Rule society will meet with
the president, Mrs. Henry Bunker, Wednesday, Jau. 29, for an all-day session.
Miss Zelda

Webb

Bunker

and

Miss

Clure; Pomona, Alice Gibbs; Flora. Jennie
assistant steward, Irene Dunbar. After the installation, refreshments
were served.
There were forty present,
including visitors from Highland and

are

The

with

Mrs.

Tuesday afternoon.

The

club

Christmas

William Clarke

next meeting will
Abel, February 4.

oe

met

Mrs.

with

Gray; lady

ment there
tween the

was

the

Perry Alley

Arthur

team.

Score 34

regular team.

to 2

About
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William Googins has recently purchased
He is
power boat from John Meader.
getting material ready to build two weirs
in

spring.
Young,

who

has received

an

discharge from tbe army, returned home from Camp Dix, N. J., last
honorable
week.

Capt.

real-

Fred

Merchant,

who has

been

serving in tbe merchant marine, has been
appointed custodian at the coaling station, and is now in charge.

ized.

I

the

Andrew

favor

in
was

Ellsworth visited bis
W interbothain, Sun-

a

game beteam and

basket-ball

a

of

Frank

sister, Mrs.
day.

entertain-

regular high school

the second
of the

Following

all.

URL AND.

|

death

of her daughter,
Mrs.
Hatnpson. Word was uot received

Oasis chapter, No. 49, O. E. S., installed
officers Monday evening.
Past Patrou
John Campbell was installing officer, asJames Cahill and wife, who have spent
sisted by Isabella Milne, chaplain, and their vacation in
Bangor and Boston,
Mr. Cahill is enMaude Osborne, marshal.
The officers have returned home.
are: Mary Robertson, W. M.; E. F. Clapgineerat the coaling station.
ham, W. P.; Annie Wentworth, A. M.; Jan. 27.
L.
Maria Clapham, secretary; Eva Gordon,
treasurer; Lizzie Campbell, conductor;
MT. DESERT FERRY,
Annie White, A. conductor; Ada WilWilliam Grant is poorly.
liams, marshal; Isabella Milne, chaplain;
Mrs. Abbie Tracey of Sullivan was a reMartha Havey, organist; Charlotte Stanley, Adah; Louise Holt, Ruth; Bessie cent visitor at W. P. Clark’s.
Gertrude
Miss Marion Marsh was a week-end
Sprague, Esther;
Bnnton,
Martha; Linuie Havey, Electa; Louise gueat of Mrs. Emma Stratton, at Hancock.
Hooper, warder; William Buuker, sen- 1 Private Walter C. Jelliaon is home on a

until two hours after the telegram
reporting her death.

Jan. 27.

Unb Amib.

I

EASTBROOK.
Friends

i few days’ furlough from Governor’s Isi land. New York.
J«n.

27.

IN

THE SKBVICB.

This community was again shrouded io
sadness Saturday night, Jan. 25, when a
cablegram was received reporting the
death of pneumonia at Cardiff, Wales, Jsn.
23, of Donald Frazier Eldridge of the U.
8. navy, second son of Tracy and Jennie
Gross Eldridge. He w*ould have been
twenty-three years of age in February.
He leaves, besides his parents, two broth-

ers-Arthur, who is also
Norwood, and one sister,

in tbe

navy, snd

hy, at home.
“Don” was one of tbe first of our boys to
enlist when volunteers were called for,
and was faithful to the end, receiving
several promotions, the last, as deck engineer, just before be was stricken. He
possessed tbe many virtues of splendid
young manhood, devoted and unselfish
in his bone, bright, cheerful and com*
panionable everywhere. None can be more
missed or regretted. Tbe promise w§»
given that the
an

body

w

Dorot

ill be

sent

home al

early date.
X.

Jan. 27.

j

tinel.

Hallie
of the

illness
(Mime

DIED

LAMOINE.

EAST

NEWS

Mrs. Charles R. Ripley was called to
Concord Junction, Mass., Jan. 24, by tbe

Verona granges.

The Golden Rule society had a supper
atK.ofP. hall Wednesday, January 22.
In the evening an entertainment by the
high school girls, under the management
of Miss Thompson, the music teacher, w as

enjoyed by

I COUNTY

SEAWALL.
Miss Agnes Ward spent tbe week-tod
at

home.

Mrs. Clarence Harding is keeping house
for Mrs. Amos Dolliver while she is sway.
Clarence Joy, who has been living *t
Amos Newman
place two moDths,

the

has moved bis

family

to their

new

home at

Manaet.

Leroy Lowrie are
SOUTH HANCOCK.
Jan. 26.
T. E. D*
pleased „o know she is improving.
Mi1 a Josie West, of Tunk Pond, is emPvt. Willie Giles, who has been training |
at Camp Devens, has received his honor- ployed at R. C. Hagerthy’s.
If Moihcrt Only Ku**w.
able discharge and is home.
j C.L.Smith has let his team horses to
Mother Gray’s Sweet Powders for Child**8
Mrs. Vernon Haslam and baby, who ; Alden Rider, of Frankliu, for the winter.
Thieves Return Loot.
relieve Feverishness, Headache. Bad StomacsA. B. Grindle has moved bis
Disorders, move and regulate to*
Iowa City, la.—When Mrs. Wolfe of have been very ill are improving. Miss
family to Teething
Bowels and destroy worms. They break OP
this city went down town recently she Laura Haslam of
Waltbam, who has Brewer. Miss Helen Gould accompauied colds is 2i hours.
Used by mothers for ®
left her door unlocked.
Robbers
broke in and stole a sapphire ring,
a watch, a necklace and a purse containing $73.
Next day the thieves returned the
stolen property, leaving it on her front
steps.

fori

four years after the war.
It is
to
understand
difficult
how
they
should have remained here. It is not
sufficient to deny them a license; they
ought not to be allowed to trade at all.
Thbir company should he wound up
anti they should disappear from the
commercial life of the country.”

J

$2.75

At

j

Mqtallurgische Geselischaft, against
the, great German octopus which dominated the world, which stayed here

Catch Mighty Whale.
Vancouver, B. ('.—The largest whale
caught this season in the north Pacific
men sure!
S9 fee:
in length
and
weighed* 80 fotts,

ACME STOCK FEED

Record of 12 Days Made From Shops
in This Country to Lines at the
Work
Is
Front—Great

won.

The free peoples of the world have
given to millions of their brothers and
sisters the right of determining theii
own destinies.
But for all of them remains still the
great work of reconstruction, re-ad
Justment, completion, for the estab

Benefit of Germany.

He took as his text what he called
the great firm of Mertons, as the British end of the German trust was designated. He said it was “a living outward and visible sign of the rottenness
within," and an agent of the enemy.
Then he went on to say:
“It is the English branch of one of
the greatest companies the world has
ever seen; it is a combination, an octopus whose tentacles extended before
the war all over the world, and whose
heart was at Frankfort-on-Main. It is
an organization that had a stranglehold on the whole of the world, that
affected not only its commercial and
industrial life, but affected also the
political life; which worked unceasingly for the commercial benefit of Germany, which gathered huge profits for
the benefit of Germany.

1,200 SHIPPED IN SECTIONS

will be a loan of the future.
Four great loans have fought for
Liberty. This will meet the needs of

An Octopus, Whose Tentacles Extend
All Over the World and Worked
Unceasingly tor Commercial

200 BAGS

Dispatched Intact, Ready for
Steam, by the Army Transport Service.

The “Victorious Fifth” Will Find
Enormous Tasks That Call
for Its Dollars.

Vivid Account by Australian Premier of Methods All Over
the World.

j
I
I

Mrs. Medill McCormick, wife of the
Illinois senator-elect, is chairman of
the
Republican woman’s
national
committee, an organization which will
co-operate with the Republican national committee. The woman's organization nns opened handsome offices in
a fashionable section
in Washington,
•nd Mr-. .Me orniick spends a large
rt *.f
i, r time there.
This is a new
y 1 h
Mrs
McCormick is a
.’lark Hanna.

1

Calls “Spade a Spade.”
O.—The
Youngstown,
Mahoning
county War Savings stamp committee
comes out in plain language and calls
a “spade a spade” in talking of those
who fail to meet their stamp pledges.
“They an? refusing to feed the army
of occupation in Kurope,
the announaejuent says.

been

of

Mrs.

caring for them, has returned home.

Daisy

Abbott

have returned to
attend
home

on

high

and

Leland

Franklin,
They

school.

Merchant 1
where

they

have

been

account of sickness.

Wilbur, who has been attending
high school in Ellsworth, came home after
being ill with influenza, and has now en-

i y*ars. All Druggists. Sample Frk«
; dress, Mother Gray Co., LeRuy. N. Y

t hem.

Jan. 20.

Butter

Louise

Franklin high.
Jan. 27.

tered

Paper Printed

Ao*

At

The American Office

Gem.

EAST ORLAND.

wno

new law.

1 here is

uheaper

paper on the m irket; none better.

At the

regular meeting of Alamoosook
grange Jail. 18, the following officers were
installed by Sister Alice Leach of
Highland grange, assisted by Maynard J^ach
and Evelyn Hutchins:
Master, Joshua
Gross; overseer, Stella Dunbar; lecturer, I

Price, including

paper and

i/iS8heets P°und

1000

special printing:
sizo- $2.2-*>;

.

;j.50;

naif-pound
•*

size,
“

$2.00
3.00

I

